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AB STRACT
Th e purpose of this study is to document the vascular flora of the Glass Mountain region of Mono
Co unty, California. Lillie focused botanical attention has been gi ven 10 this remote volcanic mountain
range between the Sierra Nevada and Wh ite Mountains of eas tern Cali fornia . Th e major ity of co l-
lect ing in the area was done from the 1960s through 1998 by Dean W. Taylor, Mar y DeDecker, and
Jack Reveal, providing good documentation of a few scattered localities of the range . Th is stud y
circumscribes a large area around the Glass Mountain range, and attempts to catalog the diversity of
vascular plants with vouchered collections from many habit at types throughout the region.
Field collec ting and herbarium searches done from 1999 thro ugh 2002 have yielded 489 taxa (spe-
cie s, infraspecific taxa, and hybrids), building on the foundat ion of 181 taxa previously documented
from the area. Sampling was don e from low sa ltgrass meadows, throu gh sage brush series, into sub-
alpine forests and meadows, and onto arid alpine peak s and ridges. An Annotated Ca talog of the Flora
lists the diversity of vascular plant s documented in the region thus far. Vegetation descriptions, bo-
tanical collection history, numerical summaries, sensitive plants. and compari sons with other nearby
flora s are presented .
Key words: eastern Sierra Nevada. flora, floristics , Gla ss Mountain, Great Basin , rare plants.
INTRODUCTION TO STUDY AREA
The Glass Mountain Region surrounds Glass Moun-
tain Peak in southcentral Mono County, California
(Fig. I). It is the highest intermediate range between
the central Sier ra Nevada and the White Mountains .
Approximately 27 km (16 mi) northeast of the com-
munity of Mammoth Lakes, and 20 km (12 mi ) south-
west of the hamlet of Benton (Fig . 2), the Glass Moun-
tain mass extends 5 km (3 mi) southeast as a series of
high volcanic ridges and domes (G lass Mountain
Ridge) and west as the pumice plateau of Sentinel
Meadow Re search Natural Area (RNA) . The study
area encompasses approximately 725 km 2 (28 0 mi-) ,
w ith an elevational range of 1952 m (6400 ft ) at the
base of Adobe Valley, to 3390 m (11,123 ft) at Glass
Mountain peak .
In order to include as many distinct topographic and
habitat types ass oc iated with the range as possible, the
circumscribed study area includes slopes and bajadas
extending in all directions below this main mountain
mass (Fig. 3) . Well defined paved roads (Highway 120
and Benton Crossing Road) delineate most of the
north, east, and so uth edges of the study are a. The
upper Owens River-Deadman Creek drainages split the
Glass Mountain region off from the rest of Long Val-
ley. The western edge of the area is arbitrarily drawn
from Owens River Road, up Highway 395 to Deadman
Pass, and northeast on USFS Roads IS05 and IS06,
terminating at Big Sand Flat and Highway 120.
These borders , although somewh at arbitrar y, effec-
tively segregate the Glass Mountain Region from
Granite Mountain on the north, Adobe Valley (in part)
on the northeast, the Benton Range on the east, Casa
Diablo MountainiChidago Canyon on the south, Long
Valle y (in part ) to the southwest, Mono Craters to the
we st , and the Mono Basin on the northwest. The al-
kaline sinks of Black Lake in Adobe Valley and Big
and Little Alkali Lakes near the Hot Creek area of
Long Valley border the study area but are not included
within its boundaries.
Land ad ministration and ownership involve several
entities. The majority of the study are a consists of pub-
lic land s administered by U. S. Department of Agri-
culture Inyo National Forest (lNF). Within their lands
lie two Research Natural Areas: Indian a Summit and
Sentinel Meadow. In addition to recreational use, INF
regularly grants grazin g and logging permits in several
are as of the region. After INF, the next largest land
administrator is the U. S. Department of the Inter ior
Bureau of Land M anagement (BLM), overseeing low-
er e lev ations of Long Valley and Adobe Valley. The
City of Los Angeles (Los Angeles Department of Wa-
ter and Power) control s some lowlands adjacent to the
O wens Ri ver in Lon g Valley. Finall y, scattered
throughout the range are small pri vate inholdings ,
mostly ranches around the uppe r Owens River and
Adobe Creek are a. A few historical and active mines
oc cur in the region , all associated with granitic sub-
stra tes .
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Fig. I. Gl as s Mountain as seen from the north along Highway 120.
Road access into the region is excellent via numer-
ous INF and logging roads den sely interweaving the
region. These roads, some of them more than 100
years old, are in different states of repair, from im-
proved Mono County graded roads to narrow stee p
jeep trails. The only areas of the region not ea sily ac-
cess ible by four-wheel dri ve vehicles are the Glass
Mountain Peak and Ridge, Sentinel Meadow RNA,
and the Black Mountain Ridge .
SU RV EY IVIETHODS
A total of 67 field collecting day s were spent in the
region from 1999 through 2002, with the majority of
work done in 2000 and 200 I . Although some tax a
were in collectable condition in late April-early May,
the best collecting times for the regi on were late May
through September, with flowering and fruiting gen-
erally following a low- to high-elevati on sequence . As
Fig . 2. Map of Gl ass Mountain study area in relation to surro und ing areas .
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Fig. 3. Physiography of (he Gla ss Mountain Regi on study area . Digital elevation model.
many different habitats as pos sible were documented,
sometimes comprehensively (all vascular plants of a
local ity vouchered) . Because of the prevalence of
widespread species such as Artemisia tridentata, Pur-
shia tridentata, Elymus elymoides, and some conifers,
not all areas were comprehensively vouchered. In
these cases the particular taxa collected a lways includ-
ed clear descriptions of these associated spec ies on the
herbarium labels.
Standard herb arium voucher specimens were col-
lected in flower and/or fruit , and usually pressed in the
field . Associated data included exact locality (from
7.5' USGS quad s), township and range, GPS coordi-
nate s (decimal degrees), general habitat, slope aspect,
elevat ion , substrate , associated species, and phenotypic
data (e .g ., flower color, fruiting ). All these data were
entered into the Rancho Santa Ana Bot anic Garden
Herbarium (RSA-POM) specimen database and appear
on all herbarium specimen labels. Determinations were
made using The Jepson Manual: Higher Plants of Cal-
ifornia (Hickman 1993), and the Intermountain Flora
series (Cronquist et al. 1972 ; Cronquist et al. 1977;
Cronquist et al. 1984; Barneby 1989; Cronquist 1994;
Cronquist e t al. 1997), and through compari son with
specimens housed in RSA-POM. All nomenclature
conforms strictly to Hickman (1993 ) with exception of
new treatments in Polemoniaceae, as annotated in The
Jepson Desert Manual (Baldwin et al. 2002). Speci-
mens were mounted on standard herbarium sheets, and
deposited at RSA-POM, with duplicates to be sent to
UCIJEPS , New York Botanical Garden (NY), and in
some cases to Inyo National Forest and BLM.
Herbarium searches were conducted to find and in-
clude previous collectors' efforts from the area. The
Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden Herbarium (RSA-
POM) was manually searched , producing 146 speci-
mens. The University of California (UC) and Jep son
Herbari a (JEPS) in Berkeley were first searched re-
motel y via the SMASCH online database, and then
visited personally to conduct additional searches and
verify determinations of spec imens, adding another
104 specimens to the data set. All specimens from
these herbarium searches were verified by the author
firsth and, and occa sionally annotated with new det er-
minations and/or updated nomenclature.
Field collecting and herbarium searches were com-
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pleted in 2002. Efforts were made to VISit as many
different habitat types and localities as possible. Im-
portant areas needing additional exploration are the
granitic peaks and slopes throughout the region, es-
pecially Black Mountain and the Wildrose Canyon!
Kelty Canyon vicinity, which may still harbor new
taxa specific to this substrate. The dense Jeffrey pine
forests and slopes of the western part of the range have
the potential to yield new vouchers (e.g., Chrysolepis
sempervirens). Closer examination of the north-side
meadows may add a few taxa to the flora. With the
discovery of Arabis pinrlae near the Sierra crest (Con-
stantine-Shull and Sawyer 2000), high-elevation Glass
Mountain peaks and ridges could potentially support
this taxon, known previously only from the White
Mountains. Additional appropriate herbaria to search
include the California Academy of Sciences Herbari-
um (CAS), and the New York Botanical Garden Her-
barium (NY) which was searched online, but produced
no specimens from the area not already represented as
duplicates at RSA-POM or UCIJEPS.
PHYSICAL SETIING
Physiography
Digital elevation models (Fig. 3) provide a good ref-
erence from which to describe the major topographic
features of the study area. The southwest edge of the
range exhibits the most conspicuous relief of the area
in the steep curved escarpment leading down from
Glass Mountain Peak, Glass Mountain Ridge, and Sen-
tinel Meadow RNA, into Long Valley. This was
formed by the northeast arc of the Long Valley ring
fracture caldera, which abruptly truncated and buried
the preexisting lavas and tuffs of the range. The south
edge of Bald Mountain was likewise sheared off and
downfaulted . The Long Valley portion of the study
area is relatively flat alluvial plain, with a few Pleis-
tocene lake margin terraces, gently sloping towards
Owens River (Mayo 1934).
The western quarter of the range exhibits relatively
smooth topography of gently rolling forested hills.
This reflects the recent eruptions of the Mono-Inyo
Craters chain which have repeatedly coated the area
with windblown pumice ash and gravel, effectively
blanketing and smoothing-out any hard relief under
dozens of meters of porous alluvium.
Along the north edge of the study area there are
numerous deep canyons cutting northeast from the
headwaters below Sentinel Meadow RNA and Glass
Mountain Peak, all draining to Adobe Valley. The
western edge of Adobe Valley is marked by a north-
trending faulted system of granitic ridges and Peaks
running from Sagehen Peak (2802 m) to Baxter Spring
(Bailey 1989). Runoff from these headwaters collec-
tively cut through Bishop Tuff formation , forming the
deep North Canyon, paralleling Highway 120. The
conspicuous parallel narrow drainages of Dexter Can-
yon and Wet Canyon likewise cut through Bishop Tuff,
and provide the majority of surface flow to Adobe
Creek. Farther to the east lie Taylor Canyon and
McGee Canyon, delivering their flows to Adobe Creek
as well. Below the northeast flank of Glass Mountain
peak, the two major canyons draining towards Adobe
Valley are the Dry Fork and Wet Fork of Black Can-
yon.
On the east margin of the study area lies Black
Mountain, a 7 km long granitic ridge northeast of
Glass Mountain peak. Running north-south, Black
Mountain exhibits the typical Great Basin structure of
an east-tilted fault block (Hunt 1974). Many subsidiary
"splinter faults" ripple the slopes east, creating a se-
ries of small rocky ridges leading down into the low-
ermost tip of Adobe Valley. Within this landform lie
Klondike Canyon, Frazier Canyon, and Kelty Canyon.
This granitic substrate continues south as occasional
rocky outcrops and ridges throughout Kelty Meadows,
Wildrose Canyon, Clover Patch, and the Deer Spring
area.
Major Drainages
There are no direct snowmelt surface streams as-
sociated with the range, although the porous substrate
of the Glass Mountain mass is a considerable ground-
water reservoir, and feeds several perennial springfed
streams and associated riparian zones. Many other
" streams" appearing on USGS quads are subsurface
drainages, traveling below the dry creekbeds and only
apparent by the existence of phreatophytic indicator
shrubs (e.g., Salix exigua and Rosa woodsii). Presum-
ably in very wet years there would be intermittent sur-
face flow, but these drainages appeared as dry washes
during the study years of 1999-2002.
Several perennial streams drain into Long Valley.
O'Harrel Canyon Creek originates from springs in the
steep southwest-facing canyon below Glass Mountain
peak. Wilfred Creek drains the Glass Mountain Ridge
above. McLaughlin Creek originates from a cluster of
springs near Sentinel Meadow, joins intermittent flows
from Bald Mountain Spring, and flows across the
heavily grazed bajada on the north edge of Long Val-
ley.
Most prominent north-side perennial streams flow
eventually to Adobe Valley where they coalesce into
the River Springs ponds and eventually flow under-
ground to Black Lake. Adobe Creek combines the flow
from several springfed drainages: Dexter Canyon, Wet!
Wild Cow Canyons, Taylor Canyon Spring, Sagehen!
Baxter Springs, and McGee Canyon. Farther east the
Sawmill MeadowfBlack Canyon drainages join to
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Fig. 4. Bedrock geology of the Glass Mountain Region. Adapted from Bailey (1989).
form Wet Fork, which goes underground before reach-
ing Adobe Valley.
Deadman Creek/Owens River is the only major
drainage emanating from outside the borders of the
Glass Mountain Region. This strong perennial Sierran
snowmelt creek defines the southwest edge of the
study area, flowing to Lake Crowley, and eventually
via two aqueducts to the faucets and hosebibs of the
City of Los Angeles.
Geology
Because of its proximity to the Long Valley Caldera,
the geology of the Glass Mountain Region is well
known and mapped. A good review of the geological
history and structure, including a detailed map, ap-
pears in Bailey (I989) (Fig. 4).
The Glass Mountain mass was formed by numerous
volcanic venting episodes burning up through the pre-
existing Sierran granodiorite batholith, from 3.6 to 0.8
million years ago. These eruptions first deposited the
basaltic and andesite flows and domes of McLaughlin
Springs, Glass Mountain Ridge, and Bald Mountain.
Thereafter Glass Mountain itsel f arose through suc-
cessive venting of high-silica rhyolite in overlapping
domes, flows, and tuffs. Rising over J000 m above the
basement rock, Glass Mountain gets its name from the
coarse black obsidian fragments scattered around the
white pumice and rhyolite rocks on its summit and
flanks.
Nothing has had a more profound affect on the
physiography of the region as the catastrophic eruption
of the Long Valley Caldera (approximately 730,000
years ago). In a series of violent episodes, a huge mag-
ma chamber under what is now Long Valley erupted
through an elliptical "ring fracture," discharging to the
surface approximately 600 krn' of hot incandescent ash
flows. This welded pyroclastic deposition formed the
Bishop Tuff, inundating 1500 km 2 of the countryside
south to Bishop, and north into the Mono Basin. This
Bishop Tuff formation can be up to 200 m thick, and
has a characteristic orange-pink color. It forms the bed-
rock through which Taylor Canyon, Wet Canyon, and
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Climate
Table I. Average seasonal temperatures °C CF), in relation to
elevation for three area s near the Glass Mountain Region. Source:
Western Regional Climate Center 2002.
The Glass Mountain region experiences typical
Great Basin climatic regimes of freezing winters and
hot summers. Most precipitation fall s as snow in the
winter months from November to March . Infrequent
sum me r thunderstorms account for only a sma ll
amount of the yearly total. Prevailing wind s are from
the we st, and are especially strong on exposed ridge-
line s and high elevations. No temperature stations exist
in the region, but similar averages for the area can be
inferred from three nearby localities, of which Bodie
is the closest to Glass Mountain in elevation and to-
pography (Table I).
Few detailed long-term climatic records exi st for the
Glass Mountain Region. Only one precipitation station
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is active in the area, located in Jeffrey pine fore st,
elevation 231 8 m (7600 ft ) at Crestview on the far
southwest corner of the study area. An automated re-
porting station operated by INF, Crestview has record-
ed hourly precipitation (with some gaps) from 1995 to
present (California Department of Water Resources
2002). These records indicate average yearly pre cipi-
tation of 35 .3 cm ( 13. 19 in.) for the 7-year period, with
heaviest ac cumulated precipitation in November-
March (Fig. 5) . Thi s short reporting period includes
two "EI Nino" events ( 1995 and 1998) and may there-
fore reflect skewed averages for annual precipitation.
Other adjacent areas have better long-term recording
stations and can provide concordant climatic data from
which to infer conditions in the Glass Mountain area
(Table 2). From these data, it is possible to estimate
precipitation patterns across the region:
Low areas around Long Valley and Adobe Valley:
± 15-25 ern (6- 10 in.)/yr.
Mid-elevation fore sts and slopes: ± 25-45 em (l0-
18 in.)/yr.
Fig. 5 . Average monthly precipitation at Crestview (mm) from
automated rep orting sta tion, Inyo National Forest, 1995-2002 .
Source: Californ ia Dep artm ent of Water Resources (2002).
Table 2. Aver age annua l precipuauon for seven are as in and
around the Glass Mountain Region . in re lation to elevation. Sources:
Californ ia Department of Water Resources 2002 ; Western Regional
Climate Center 2002.
Bodie
Crestview
Lake Crowley Dam
Mammoth Pass
Mono Lake
Mont gom er y Pass
Whit e Mountain
Average July
temperature
28.8 (83.9)
28.4 (83 .2)
24 .6 (76.4)
Average
Janu ary
temperature
- 6.8 (19.7)
- 10 .0 (14.0)
-14.5 (5 .9)
Ele vati on:
m If t)
1967 (6450)
2165 (7100)
2552 (8370)
Mono Lake
Montgomery Pass
Bodie
North Canyon have been cut. The discharge of this
massive magma chamber resulted in the subsidence of
the floor of Long Valley, truncating and burying the
southwest edge of the Glass Mountain mass, and form-
ing the steep curved escarpment leading from the val-
ley floor up to the peak. In the post-caldera millenia,
a shallow Pleistocene lake filled Long Valley, forming
visible terraces around its margins (Mayo 1934).
Numerous post-caldera eruptions have had a signif-
icant effect on the Glass Mountain region. The con-
spicuous domes and ridges of the Mono Craters erupt-
ed from 40,000 years ago to as recently as AD 1365
(Sieh and Bursik 1986). Even more recent eruptions
along the Inyo Craters chain have occurred as recently
as 650-550 years ago (Miller 1985). The significance
of these eruptions is that wind-blown ashfalls have re-
peatedly blanketed the west Gla ss Mountain region
over millenia, coating the area with soft , exceptionally
well-drained ashy pumice soil.
Today the geology of the region is dominated by a
land scape of volcanic domes, flows , tuffs, and ashfalls
around the periphery of the caldera margin. The dom-
inant bedrock varies from rhyolite, to basalt, to quartz
andesite. Granitic bedrock is common throughout the
eastern slopes and hi IJs of the area, around the Sagehen
Meadow area, and along the north escarpment of Long
Valley. Over all these different bedrocks can be found
deep pumice ash and gravel, deposited by the prevail-
ing westerly winds.
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Glass Mountain Peak and Ridges: ± 45-59 cm (18-
22 in.)/yr.
HUMAN HISTORY
Paiute Indians from the Mono Basin and Owens
Valley seasonally inhabited areas of the region before
the arrival of European settlers. Evidence of habita-
tions exist in the form of "house ring" foundations in
the Pinyon woodland areas of the east-side of the re-
gion. Pinyon nuts (Pinus monophylla) were the most
important food staple of these groups, and seasonal
trips were made for harvesting and processing. Paiutes
also harvested the grain of Indian rice grass (Achnath-
erum hymenoides), Great Basin wild rye (Leymus ci-
nereus) and desert needlegrass (Achnatherum specios-
um) (Liljeblad and Fowler 1986) . In the Jeffrey pine
forests of the west side of the range there can be found
shallow trenches dug around the larger trees. These
were used up until the early 1900s to gather larvae of
the pandora moth, Coloradia pandora, which in alter-
nate years feeds on Jeffrey pine needles. Baked and
dried, they were also an important part of the Paiute
diet (Schoenherr 1992).
By the mid-1800s white settlement began in the
Owens Valley and Mono Basin. Ranching became
common in the sagebrush slopes and meadows, and
hardrock mining was expanding throughout the greater
region. The boom town of Bodie was in full swing in
the late 1880s, and required large amounts of timber
for building and charcoal production. Eyeing the vast
slopes of Jeffrey pine forest in the Glass Mountain
Region, a company was formed to build a 32-mile rail-
road to Mono Mills, where lumber was abundant
(Wright 1993). This resulted in the grading of a web
of logging roads deep into the region, and heavy cut-
ting of the old growth Jeffrey pines. Many old stumps
can be seen in what is now second-growth forest. Log-
ging, on a much reduced scale, continues to this day,
usually from permitted firewood cutting and INF thin-
ning operations.
Two Research Natural Areas (RNA), administered
by Inyo National Forest, are within the Glass Moun-
tain Region. RNAs are selected to preserve outstand-
ing examples of natural ecosystems for research and
educational use, and to protect habitats of rare and
endangered species (Keeler-Wolf 1990). Indiana Sum-
mit RNA was established in 1932 as California's first
RNA . Its target element is the extensive pure stand of
Jeffrey pine in the western part of the region. Sentinel
Meadow RNA, established in 1983, covers the large
pumice plateau and slopes west of Glass Mountain
peak. The target elements here were lodgepole pine
and limber pine. Good synopses of ecological surveys
for both of these areas appear in Keeler-Wolf (1990) .
Other contemporary uses of the region are wide-
spread cattle ranching, sheep grazing, occasional
mines, and recreation . There are several INF camp-
grounds in the area, and numerous four-wheel drive
trai Is throughout the region. Occasionally hunters,
campers, all-terrain vehicle riders, fishermen, and
shepherds are encountered in the field, but the region
is never heavily used at anyone time, except by cows
and sheep.
BOTANICAL HISTORY
Many areas around the Glass Mountain region have
benefited from thorough floristic inventories. Notable
among these are the published floras of the White
Mountains (Lloyd and Mitchell 1973; Morefield et al.
1988); the Valentine Eastern Sierra Reserve (Howald
[98 l ); the Fish Slough vicinity (Forbes et al. 1988);
the Upper Walker River region (Lavin 1983); the
Sweetwater Mountains (Hunter and Johnson J983); the
Rock Creek Lake Basin (Pierson 1938); and the Bish-
op Creek drainage (Crowther and Crowther 2002).
Significant floras published as theses or not formally
published include the Bodie Hills (Messick 1982), the
Glass Creek/San Joaquin Ridge area (Constantine-
Shull 2000), the June Mountain vicinity (M. Bagley
unpubl.) ; Mammoth Mountain (A. M. Howald un-
publ.); and the H. M. Hall RNA (D. W. Taylor un-
publ.).
The Glass Mountain Region, by contrast, has had a
limited botanical collecting history. Herbarium search-
es at RSA-POM and UCIJEPS have yielded 250 col-
lections from the area, documenting 181 taxa prior to
this study. Although 29 different collectors have vis-
ited the area, little focused study was done until the
1960s . Up until that decade, most collection was done
on an ad-hoc basis and was mostly restricted to road-
side sites, especially along what is now Highway 395
between Crestview and Deadman Pass, along Highway
120 at Big Sand Flat, and occasionally around the
Long Valley area. Earliest notable collectors include
H. M. Hall, visiting Gaspipe Spring; J. T. Howell in
Long Valley; and Victor Duran, who, on his way to
the White Mountains, discovered what would be
named Lupinus duranii on Big Sand Flat (Reveal
(972). Arthur Cronquist was one of the first botanists
to ascend Glass Mountain Peak in 1973, where he col-
lected type material for Cryptantha alpicola Cronq.
(here treated as C. humilis (A. Gray) Payson).
In the early 1960s, Jack L. Reveal, while working
for the USFS in the Mono Basin, made several forays
into the interior of the region, documenting many new
occurrences (Reveal 1972). Often accompanied by D.
Mason or James Reveal, he collected at Big Sand Flat,
and into the north-side drainages including Black Can-
yon, Sagehen Meadow, Wet Meadow, McGee Canyon,
and Johnny Meadows.
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Table 3. Chronological summary of botanical co llection in the
Gla ss Mountain Region , from herbarium vouchers at RSA-POM,
UC, and JEPS .
1922 H. M. Hall UC
1927 H. M. Hall UC
1929 H. M. Hall RSA; UC
1931 C. B. Wolf RSA
1932 V. Duran RSA ; UC
1937 Renn er JEPS
1938 L. Constance JEPS
1938 J. T. Howell RSA
1947 R. Ferri s RSA
1947 P. A. Mun z RSA
1948 J. & L. Roos RSA
1952 L. Constance JEPS
1952 R. S. Ferri s RSA
1954 P. A. Mu nz RSA
1955 M. DeDecker RSA
1957 R. S. Ferris & W. R. Ernst UC; JEPS
1957 L. R. Heckard RSA
1957 J. M. Tucker UC
1958 M. DeD ecker RSA
1959 W. M. Klein RSA
1962 Jack L. Reveal RSA : UC
1962 Jack L. Reveal & D. Mason RSA; UC
1962 James L. Reveal RSA
1963 Jack L. Reveal & D. Mason UC
1963 Jack L. Reveal & James L. Reveal RSA ; UC
1963 J. H. Th omas RSA
1966 N . H. Holm gren RSA ; UC
J968 L. S. Rose RSA
1968 R. C. Wilson RSA
1972 R. & M. Spellenb erg UC
1973 A. Cronqui st RSA ; UC
1974 M. DeDe cker RSA
1975 M. DeDe cker RSA
1976 C. Da vidson RSA
1976 M. DeDecker RSA
1977 D. E. Breedl ove RSA
1977 M. DeDeck er RSA; UC
1977 D. W. Tay lor JEPS; UC
1978 M. DeDe cker RSA
1980 D. W. Taylor JEPS
1981 K. A. Teare JEPS
1982 D. W. Taylor RSA; JEPS; UC
1984 M. DeDecker RSA
1984 V. L. Yadon UC
1986 D. W. Tayl or JEPS
1987 G. K. Hel mkamp RSA
1988 G. L. Clifton JEPS
1988 D. W. Taylor JEPS
1989 M. DeDecker RSA
1998 D. W. Taylor UC ; J EPS
1999 M. Honer RSA
2000 M. Honer RSA
2000 M. Honer & S. Het zler RSA
2000 M. Hon er & K. Miller RSA
2001 M. Honer RSA
2001 M. Honer & D. Guili ani RSA
200 1 M. Hon er & S. Hetzl er & D. Guiliani RSA
2002 M. Honer RSA
2002 M. Honer & S. Het zler RSA
Mary DeDecker, the intrepid Eastern Sierra botanist
and writer, was the next collector to make significant
documentation in the region. As a contract worker for
Inyo Nat ional Forest in 1974 and 1975, DeDecker
compiled a checklist of the vascular plant s of the Ob-
sidia n Plateau Lodgep ole RNA, later renamed Sentinel
Meadow RNA (M. DeDecker unpubl. ). In 1984, as-
s isted by Bristlecone Chapter CNPS members, she
made man y new vouchers from the meadows and gra-
nitic slopes around Sawmill Meadow and the Black
Canyon drain ages.
In 1977, Dean W. Taylor arrived in the region to do
an ecological survey of the Indi ana Summit RNA
(Keeler-Wol f 1990), achieving good documentat ion
around the exten sive virgin Jeffrey pine forests of this
area . In add ition to quantifyin g den sit ies and cover of
the target speci es Pinus jeffreyi, Taylor de scribed much
of the ecology , natural history, and vegeta tion types of
the RNA. That yea r he also repeatedly asc ended Glass
Mountain peak, and collected at Crooked Meadows,
Big Sand Flat, Little Sand Flat, and Clark Canyon.
Pursuing an ongoing interest in compiling a flora of
Mono County, Taylor has repeatedly vis ited the area
throughout the 1980s and 1990s, do cumenting man y
spec ies from Watterson Canyon , Gl ass Mounta in
Ridge, Kelt y Meadows, Benton Crossing in Long Val-
ley , and most recently at Sawmill Me adow .
Steve Talley also performed an ecological survey of
the Sentinel Meadow RNA in 1978, building on the
baseline data compiled by Mary DeDecker (Keeler-
Wolf 1990 ). Although none of his collections have
been found at RSA-POM or UCIJEPS, he summari zed
basic ecological and vegetation type s for the are a, in
addition to quantifying density and co ver of the two
target species , Pinus conto rta ssp. mu rrayana, and Pi-
nus fi exilis.
The curre nt study retraces man y of the path s of the
early coll ector s, and builds upon their initial findings.
A summary of botanical collection in the region to
date is presented in Table 3. Figure 6 maps co llection
localities by major collectors in the area .
VEGETATION
Distribution and grouping of plants is determined
by the interaction of many biotic and abio tic factors.
Over time, researchers have recognized many di fferent
recurring assemblages of plants and hav e attempted to
classify them variously as "formations," " vegetation
types," "plant communities," "alliances," "series, "
and "associations. " Unfortunately, few local ities share
the exact same species co mpos itions across the land -
sca pe. Intergradat ion between vegetation types further
confounds exact c lass ifica tion: " T he probl em of fuzzy
boundaries is charac teris tic of vegetation science"
(Sawyer and Keeler-Wol f 1995). Nevertheless, severa l
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Fig. 6. Coll ection localit ies of four major co llec to rs in the Glass Mountain Region. R = Jack L. Reveal, 1962-1963; D Mary
DeDecker, 1955-1989; T = Dean W. Taylor, 1977-1998; H = Michael Honer. 1999-2002.
identifiable vegetation types occurring in the western
United States can be found in the Glass Mountain Re-
gion. Listing them and their constituent spec ies can be
useful as a predictor of occurrence and habitat of many
particular species.
Many different classification systems have been im-
plemented in the last 100 years . A good contemporary
system in use in California is A Manual of California
Vegetation (Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf 1995). This sys-
tem uses the "dominance rule" to identify the one or
two species with the most cover in the vegetation.
These dominant species are used to name "series," the
basic vegetation unit. Within each series are lists of
"associations," or species commonly associated with
the dominant plant. It is difficult to assign all of the
associations encountered in the G lass Mountain Re-
gion into the series in th is system. However, since this
system is in wide use and is constantly being revi sed
and improved, it is important to include the relevant
series in the following vegetation descriptions.
For ease of description and interpretation, thi s study
will sort vegetation into four basic groups:
(a) Shrublands.
(b) Woodlands and Forests.
(c) Riparian Zones and Meadows.
(d) Sp ecial Habitats.
Under each category are descriptions of general veg-
etation types encountered in the Glass Mountain Re-
gion in italics. followed by the " best fit" to the series
described in A Manual of California Veg etation (par-
enthetically). Also listed are DOMINANT SPECIES,
SHRUBS AND TREES, GRASSES, and FORBS.
Shrublands
Low-elevation Sagebrush scrub.- Sagebrush scrub
is the most ubiquitous vegetation type throughout the
region, dominating all low valleys and slopes, and run-
ning up into Pinyon woodland s and fore st understory.
Flourishing on well-drained sandy and gravelly soil s,
thi s assemblage is dominated by its namesake, Great
Basin Sagebrush, Artemisia trideniata ssp . tridentata.
Typically open in cover, Sagebrush scrub is often a
mosaic of different perennial shrubs with a high di-
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Understory species vary by habitat. Mesic stream and
meadow species are associated with the Lodgepole se-
ries throughout the region .
Mixed coniferous forests.-The coniferous forested
flats and slopes of the region occur from the Pinyon
zone up to Glass Mountain peak. Species distributions
follow a general elevation/habitat sequence (with
much intergradation) from low to high elevations:
the perimeter of the region (2000-2400 m) , and best
developed on (but not restricted to) rocky granitic sub-
strate. Rarified Sagebrush scrub associations are com-
mon in the understory. Pinyon woodland s can best be
seen along the granite ridges of Klondike Canyon and
other east-side slopes (Singleleaf pinyon series).
DOMINANT: Pinus monophylla. SHRUBS AND
TREES : Sagebrush scrub (most spp. listed above),
Amelanchier utahensis, Eriogonum umbellatum, Ribes
ce reum, R. velutinum. GRASSES: Achnatherum spe-
cios um, Melica stricta. FORBS: Arenaria macradenia
ssp. ferrisiae, Astragalus purshii, Castilleja angusti-
folia, Cryptantha spp., Erigeron aphanactis, E. brew-
eri var. porphyreticus, Opuntia erinacea , Penstemon
patens, Phacelia vallis-mortae, Pho enicaulis cheiran-
tho ides .
Jeffrey pine forest.-A large pure forest of Pinus
jeffreyi is conspicuous from the western edge of the
study area along Highway 395, clear to Wet Meadow,
where it becomes less continuous and of a more open
woodland structure. Individual trees can be seen oc-
casionally in Sagebrush scrub as far south and east as
Benton Crossing Road. Quantitatively documented by
Dean W. Taylor as targ et element of the ecological
survey of Indiana Summit RNA (Keeler-Wolf 1990),
most of this forest has been extensively logged and
transported by rail across the Mono Basin to Bodie,
where it now exists as the timbers and siding of ghost
town bars, brothels, and stamp mills (Jeffrey pine se-
ries),
DOMINANT: Pinu s j effreyi. SHRUBS AND
TREES : Abies concolor (occasional), Artemisia triden-
tata, Leptosiphon nuttallii ssp. pubescens, Linanthus
pungens, Juniperus occidentalis ssp . australis (occa-
sional) , Purshia tridentata (dominant understory
shrub). GRASSES: Achnatherum occidentalis ssp. cal-
ifornicum, Elymus elymoides ssp. elymoides. FORBS:
Gayophytum diffusum, Lupinus duran ii.
2200 m-2600 m
2200 m-3100 m
2700 m-3100 m
3100 m-3300 m+
Jeffrey pine:
Lodgepole pine:
Limber pine:
Whitebark pine:
versity of annuals occurring on sandy openings. Fre-
quently grazed and disturbed, it is best represented at
borders of Adobe Valley, along Benton Crossing Road,
and low hill s north of Sagehen Peak (Big sagebrush
series; Bitterbrush series, Rubber rabbitbrush series).
DOMINANT: Artemisia tridentata ssp. tridentata.
SHRUBS AND TREES: Chrysothamnus nauseosus,
C. viscidifiorus, Ephedra viridis, Grayia spinosa, Lin-
anthus pungens, Phlox stansburyi , Prunus andersonii,
Purshia tridentata ssp. tridentata (often co-dominant).
GRASSES: Achnatherum hymenoides, Bromus tecto-
rum, Elymus elymoides subspp., Hesperostipa co mata ,
Leymus cin ereus. FORBS: Abronia turbinata, Aliciella
spp., Astragalus casei, Camissonia spp., Chaenactis
xantiana, Cryptantha confertiflora, C. pterocarya , C.
wa tsonii, Eriastrum spp. , Eriogonum spp., Cayophy-
tum spp., Cilia spp., Lupinus argenteus var. heteran-
thus, Mentzelia congesta , Oxytheca dendroidea, Pha-
celia bicolor.
Woodlands and Forests
Mid-elevation Sagebrush scrub.- This vegetation
type is very similar to Sagebrush scrub, but at higher
rockier elevations (2600- 2900 rn), with different ex-
posures (hence different moi sture gradients), and dif-
ferent associations. Dominated by Artemisia tridentata
ssp. vaseyana, important associated species are Sym-
phoricarpos rotundifolius, Silen e bernardina, Chry-
sothamnus parryi subspp., Monardella odoratissima,
and Tetradymia canescens. It is best represented on
slopes between Clover Patch and Kelty Meadows,
McLaughlin Springs area, and Bald Mountain (no
equivalent Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf series or associa-
tion).
DOMINANT: Artemisia tridentata ssp . vaseyana.
SHRUBS AND TREES : Purshia tridentata, Ceano-
thus velutinus (often becoming co-dominant on mesic
north and east slopes), Chrysothamnus parryi subspp.,
C. viscidiflorus subspp., Eriogonum microthecum var.
ambiguum, E. umbellatum var. nevadense, Grayia spi-
nosa, Linanthus pungens, Monardella odoratissima
ssp. pallida, Populus tremuloides (often becoming
dominant on mesic east-facing slopes), Ribes ce reum ,
Symphoricarpos rotundifolius (often becoming co-
dominant) , Tetradymia cane scens. GRASSES: Acl1I1-
atherum hym enoides, Elymus elymoides subspp., Hes-
perostipa comata, Leymus cine reus. FORBS: Angelica
lineariloba, Castillej a applegatei ssp . pinetorum, Cre-
pi s intermedia, Cymopterus terebinthus ssp . califor-
nicus, Linum lewisii, Lupinus argenteus subspp., Ma-
chaeranthe ra canescens, Silene bernardina, Stephan-
omeria tenuifolia.
Pin yon woodland.-Dominated by open woodl ands
of pinyon pine (Pinus monophylla ), this veg etation is
common on low rocky slopes and ridges throughout
Lodgepole pine forest.-Pinus contorta sub sp. mur-
rayana is scattered throughout the region along mid-
elevation streamsides, to locally abundant and often
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encroaching around meadows. It is also common to
abundant on dry upland slopes between Jeffrey pine
forests and the limber pine zone. With such wide dis-
tribution and habitat types, the Lodgepole pine series
can have widely varying associations, from diverse
wet meadow understory, to scant dry forbs on slopes.
It is best represented around Wet Meadow, McGee
Meadow, and on north-facing slopes adjacent to Sen-
tinel Meadow RNA (Lodgepole pine series).
DOMINANT: Pinus contorta ssp. murrayana.
Meadow/Streamside association : SHRUBS AND
TREES: Betula occidentalis, Ribes ce reum, R. inerme,
Rosa woodsii, Salix spp. GRASSES: Agrostis scabra,
Elymus trachycaulis, Ph/eum alpinum. FORBS: Achil-
lea millefolium, Antennaria ros ea , Aster occidentalis,
Carex spp., Collomia linearis, Dodecatheon spp.,
Eleocharis paucifiora, Geum macrophyllum, Juncus
spp., Lupinus lepidus var. confertus, Mimulus primu-
loides, Penstemon rydberg ii, Polemonium occidentale,
Potentilla spp., Rumex paucifiorus, Sidalcea oregana,
Smilacina stellata, Sphenosciadium capitellatum, Stel-
laria longipes, Thalictrum sparsiflorum, Trifolium lon-
gipes.
Dry slope association: SHRUBS AND TREES: Ar-
temisia tridentata subspp., Juniperus occidentalis ssp.
australis (occasional), Linanthus pungens, Purshia tri -
dentata, Ribes cereum, Symphoricarpos rotundifolius.
GRASSES: Trisetum spicatum, Koeleria macrantha.
FORBS: Arabis lyallii, Ericameria suffruticosa.
Limber pine woodlands.-Pinus fiexilis woodland is
common along higher slopes and exposed ridgelines
throughout the region. Best developed on north- and
east-facing slopes just below Sentinel Meadow RNA
and Glass Mountain peak, this series is often tran si-
tional between lodgepole and whitebark pine series.
Rare individuals can be seen in lower elevation scrub.
Krummholzed dwarfed stands are common on the
ridges overlooking Long Valley. The understory is
usually scant (Lim ber pine series).
DOMINANT: Pinus fiexilis . SHRUBS AND
TREES: Cercocarpus ledifolius ssp. intermontanus,
Linanthus pungens, Leptosiphon nuttallii, Juniperus
occidentalis ssp. australis (occasional), Pinus albicau-
lis . P. contorta ssp. murrayana. GRASSES: Achnath-
erum occidentalis ssp. californicum, Elymus elymoides
subspp., Ko ele ria macrantha, Muhlenbergia richard-
sonis. FORBS: Chrysothamnus parryi subspp., Eri-
cameria suffruticosa, Eriogonum lobbii, Holodiscus
microphylla, Phlox condensata, Raillardella argentea.
Whitebark pine woodland.-Common on pumice
slopes and exposed ridges above 3000 m, Pinus albi-
caulis is the only true alpine tree in the region . On the
high dry windswept summit plateau of Glass Mountain
peak, it forms dense clonal stands only 1.5 m high.
Taller individuals cling to rocky ridges and north- and
east-facing slopes. It is best represented on Glass
Mountain Pe ak and ridges , quickly disappearing
downslope (Whitebark pine series).
DOMINANT: Pinus albicaulis. SHRUBS AND
TREES: Cercocarpus ledifolius, Chrysothamnus par-
ryi ssp. monocephalus, Ericameria suffruticosa, Pinus
fie xilis. GRASSES: Muhlenbergia richardsonis, Tri-
setum sp icatum. FORBS: Calyptridium umbellatum,
Eriogonum lobbii, Eriophyllum lanatum var. integri-
folium, Penstemon davidsonii, Raillardella argentea.
Aspen woodlands.-Widespread and locally abun-
dant throughout the region, Populus tremuloides
groves are restricted to relatively mesic sites along wet
streamsides, seeps, and springs. Aspens are also co-
dominant with lodgepoles around meadow margins.
On north and east exposures in mid-elevation Sage-
brush scrub which hold snow late in the season, aspens
persist as short shrubby dense colonies (Aspen series).
DOMINANT: Populus tremuloides (Includes many
associations of Riparian Zones and Montane Mead-
ows) . SHRUBS AND TREES: Pinus contorta ssp.
murrayana, Ribes cereum, Rosa woodsii var. ultra-
montana, Symphoricarpos rotundifolius, Salix spp.
GRASSES: Bromus carinatus, Deschampsia cespito-
sa , Elymus elymoides ssp . califo rnicus, E. trachycau-
lis, Koeleria macrantha. FORBS: Allium bisceptrum,
Aquilegia formosa. Collomia linearis, Ipomopsis ag-
gregata ssp.formosissima, Lupinus arbustus, Phacelia
humilis.
Riparian Zones and Meadows
Streamside riparian zones.-Riparian zone vegeta-
tion is restricted to perennial springfed streams flowing
across many habitats from 2000 m at valley floors to
2700 m in the subalpine zone. Composed of phreato-
phytic and obligate wetland species, riparian zones
vary from 1 m across to 30 m wide, flowing within
shady coniferous forest down through open Sagebrush
scrub. Salix spp. are dominant throughout these zones,
as is Rosa woodsii var. ultramontana. The ground lay-
er is usually dominated by Carex spp. and grasses
(Narrowleaf willow series; Mixed willow series; Sub-
alpine wetland shrub habitat).
DOMINANTS: Carex aquatilis, C. nebrascensis,
Salix exigua, S. geyeriana, S. lutea. SHRUBS AND
TREES : Betula occidentalis, Pinus contorta ssp. mur-
rayana, Populus tremuloides, Ribes cereum var. cer-
eum, Rosa woodsii var. ultramontana, Symphoricarpos
rotundifolius. GRASSES: Alopecurus aequalis, Des-
champsia cespitosa, Hordeum brachyantherum, Muhl-
enbergia richardson is. FORBS: Achillea millefolium,
Aconitum columbianum, Aquilegia formosa , Arnica
chamissonis ssp . foliosa , A . mollis, Aster lan ceolatus
ssp. hesperius, Carex spp. , Castilleja miniata, Cirsium
vulgare, Delphinium glaucum, Dodecatheon spp., Epi-
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lobium angustifolium ssp. circumvagum, E. ciliatum.
Equisetum arvense, Geum macrophyllum, Juncus spp.,
Platanthera leucostachys, Polemonium occidentale,
Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum, Rumex salicifolius var.
denticulatus, Scirpus microcarpus, Senecio triangula-
ris. Smilacina stellata, Sphenosciadium capitellatum,
Thalictrum sparsiflorum, Trifolium longipes, T. mon-
anthum, Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea.
Montane meadows.-Several seasonally wet mead-
ows exist around the region, usually adjacent to
springs and seeps in forest openings. Frequently bor-
dered by aspens and encroaching lodgepole pines,
these meadows are dominated by abundant herbs, es-
pecially Carex, Eleocharis, and grasses. Emergent
shrubs including Ribes spp., and Salix spp., are com-
mon. Best represented by large north-side meadows
including Sawmill Meadow, Wet Meadow, McGee
Meadow, these vegetation types are prized for cattle
forage, and show many symptoms of this disturbance,
including headcutting and trampling (Montane mead-
ow habitat; Sedge series; Spikerush series).
DOMINANTS: Carex aquatilis, C. heteroneura, C.
lanuginosa, C. nebrascensis, C. utriculata, Eleocharis
pauciflorus. SHRUBS AND TREES: Artemisia cana
ssp. bolanderi, Pinus contorta ssp. murrayana, Po-
pulus tremuloides, Ribes inerme, Salix planifolia, S.
geyeriana. GRASSES: Agrostis scabra, Deschampsia
cespitosa, Elymus elymoides ssp. californicus, E. tra-
chycaulis, Muhlenbergia filiformis, M. richardsonis,
Phleum alpinum, Poa pratensis, Trisetum spicatum.
FORBS: Achillea millefolium, Agoseris glauca var.
monticola, Allium validum, Antennaria rosea, Aquile-
gia formosa, Arnica mollis, Aster occidentalis, Castil-
leja miniata, Cirsium scariosum, Collomia linearis,
Dodecatheon alpinum, Epilobium angustifolium, E.
ciliatum, Equisetum arvense, Gentianopsis simplex,
Geum macrophyllum, Iris missouriensis, Lilium par-
vum, Lupinus lepidus var. confertus, Mimulus primu-
loides, Parnassia californica, Penstemon rydbergii
var. oreocharis, Perideridia spp., Platanthera leucos-
tachys, Polemonium occidentale, Polygonum dougla-
sii, Potentilla gracilis subspp., Pyrola minor, Rumex
paucifolius, Sidalcea oregana ssp. spicata, Solidago
multiradiata, Sphenosciadium capitellatum, Stella ria
longipes, Taraxacum officinale, Thalictrum sparsiflo-
rum. Trifolium longipes var. nevadense, Trimorpha
lonchophylla, Veratrum californicum, Veronica amer-
icana.
Special Habitats
High altitude pumice plateaus and ridges.-Wind-
swept pumice flats and slopes above 3000 m support
a unique alpine flora. Best described as Parry rabbit-
brush series, this sparse depauperate vegetation grows
on well drained, often stony pavement with fine soil.
Most precipitation on these high plateaus falls as snow,
but may be quickly blown off eastward by the strong
prevailing winds of these high elevations. It is best
developed on Glass Mountain summit plateau, 3300 m
(close to Parry rabbitbrush series).
DOMINANT: Chrysothamnus parryi ssp. monoce-
phalus (occasional only). SHRUBS AND TREES: Pi-
nus albicaulis, Ribes cereum. GRASSES: Muhlenber-
gia richardsonis, Trisetum spicatum. FORBS: Aren-
aria kingii ssp. glabrescens, Astragalus monoensis,
Carex helleri, Chaenactis douglasii, Cryptantha flu-
mitis. Cymopterus cinereus, Ericameria suffruticosa,
Erigeron pygmaeus, Eriogonum rosense, Eriophyllum
lanatum var. integrifolium, lpomopsis congesta ssp.
montana. Mimulus mephiticus, Raillardella argentea,
Silene sargentii.
Sand flats.-Several large "sand flats" of nearly
shrubless gravelly pumice soil surrounded by Jeffrey
pine forest occur around 2400 m in the western half
of the region. Exceptionally well drained soil on these
flats support a sparse layer of herbs which make up a
distinctive series, not described in Sawyer and Keeler-
Wolf (1995). No real dominant species prevails, except
for in wet years when Mimulus mephiticus can form
large showy widespread blooms. This vegetation is
best represented and well documented at Big Sand
Flat, along Highway 120 (no equivalent Sawyer and
Keeler-Wolf series).
IMPORTANT SPECIES: Calyptridium umbellatum,
Hulsea vestita, Lupinus duranii, Mimulus mephiticus.
SHRUBS AND TREES: Chrysothamnus parryi ssp.
asper (main subshrub-occasional only). GRASSES:
Achnatherum occidentale ssp. californicum, Elymus
elymoides ssp . elymoides, Muhlenbergia richardsonis.
Poa secunda ssp. juncifolia. FORBS: Abronia turbi-
nata, Cryptantha circumscissa, Eriogonum spergulin-
um ssp. reddingianum, Gayophytum diffusum ssp. par-
viflorum, Phacelia hastata var. compacta. Thelypo-
dium crispum.
Cobbly windswept flats.-Small microhabitats
found occasionally in the eastern granitic half of the
region support a unique flora dominated by cushion-
type plants. Soils are usually fine and silty between
windswept cobbles. Sagebrush scrub and/or Pinyon
woodland closely surround these flats. Stenotus acaulis
is the indicator species, and Artemisia arbuscula is of-
ten (not always) present. It is best seen on open wind-
ward granitic ridgelines between Clover Patch and
Kelty Meadows, and scattered localities in Frazier and
Klondike Canyons (no equivalent Sawyer and Keeler-
Wolf series).
IMPORTANT SPECIES: Allium atrorubens, Am-
sinckia menziesii var. intermedia, Arenaria kingii var.
glabrescens, Artemisia arbuscula, Astragalus purshii
var. tinctus, Cryptantha spp., Erigeron clokeyi, Erio-
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gonum caespitosum, E. ovalifolium var. nivale, Lom-
atium nevadense var. nevadense, Stenotus acaulis (in-
dicator species, restricted to these sites).
Alkaline me adows.-The best developed alkaline
meadows are in Long Valley around 2000 m. Usually
adjacent to low sandy sagebrush hillocks, these wet
" sa ltgrass meadows" are fed from perennial streams
spreading out across the valley floor, slowly meander-
ing to the Owens River. Saltgrass, Distichlis spicata,
is the dominant widespread plant. Other important hal-
ophytic plants include Carex praegracilis, Triglochin
concinna var. debilis, and Pyrrocoma racem osa var.
sessiliflora (Saltgrass series).
DOMINANT: Distichlis spicata. SHRUBS AND
TREES: Artemisia tridentata ssp. tridentata, Sarcob-
atus vermiculatus (only occasional in Long Valley).
GRASSES: Hordeum brachyantherum, H. jubatum,
Poa secunda ssp. juncifolia, Puccinellia lemmonii.
FORBS : Astragalus canadensis var. brevidens, Carex
praegracilis, Glaux maritima, Coodmania lut eola,
Hutchinsia procumbens, Ivesia kingii var. kingii, Jun-
cus balticus, Nitrophila occidentalis, Pyrrocoma ra-
cemosa var. sessilifiora, Sisyrinchium halophilum,
Sphaeromeria potentillioides, Triglochin concinna var.
debilis.
Introduced grasslands.-A recent introduced vege-
tation type to the Glass Mountain Region is easily rec-
ognized as the cheatgrass series. Dominated by dense
cover of the Eurasian invasive grass Bromus tectorum,
it is best experienced on the steep burnt slopes on the
north edge of Long Valley, from O'Harrel Canyon to
Bald Mountain . What was once Pinyon woodland with
Sagebrush scrub understory is now a nearly continu-
ous sea of Bromus. Only occasional emergent recov-
ering shrubs can be seen. Because of its short lifecycle,
flammability, aggressive competition, and high pro-
ductivity, the cheatgrass series is expected to persist
and expand its range on these slopes and beyond, pro-
pelled in its hegemony by the increased fire periodicity
it causes (Billings 1990) (Cheatgrass series) .
DOMINANT: Bromus tectorum. SHRUBS AND
TREES: Artemisia tridentata (recovering), Pinus mon-
ophylla, Prunus andersonii (recovering), Purshia tri-
dentata (seldom recovering). GRASSES: Achnather-
um hymenoides, Bromus carinatus, Elymus elymoide s
ssp. elymoide s, Hesperostipa comata. FORBS : Aniso-
coma acaulis, Chaenactis xantiana, Cilia modocensis,
Layia glandu losa, Mentzelia congesta, Plagiobothrys
kingii, Tiquilia nuttallii.
FLORA
Numerical Summary
Field work and herbarium searches have yielded
489 vascular plant taxa (species, subspecies, varieties,
Table 4. Numerical summary of the Glass Mount ain Region flora.
Cle or
tot al
Genera Taxa nora
Total Flora:
Families 55
Genera 220
Taxa (species, subspp., vars ., hybrids) 489
Nati vefNon-native
Native 475 97.1
Non-native 14 2.9
Lifeform
Annu als 108 22.1
Perennial herbs " 260 53.2
Biennial herbs 17 3.5
Suffruticose perennials 16 3.3
Small shrubs 43 8.8
Large shrubs 14 2.9
Trees 10 2
Geophytes 27 5.5
Parasitic perennial herb s 7 1.4
Parasitic annuals I 0.2
Aquatic perennial herb s 4 0.8
Aquatic annuals I 0.2
Succulent shrubs I 0.2
Ten Largest Families
Asteraceae 37 87 17.8
Poaceae 23 46 9.4
Brass icaceae 16 37 7.6
Pol ygonaceae 6 31 6.3
Fabaceae 3 25 5.1
Scrophu lariaceae 10 23 4.7
Polemoniaceae 12 22 4.5
Cyperaceae 3 21 4.3
Rosaceae II 17 3.5
Onagraceae 4 15 3
Total of Ten Largest Families 125 324 66.3
All Other Families 94 165 33.7
" Some categories are cross-listed (e.g., Perennial herbs also listed
as Geophytes, Parasitic perennial herbs, Aqu atic perennial herbs).
hybrids) for the region. These represent 55 families
(sensu Baldwin et al. 2002), and 220 genera. The larg-
est families include Asteraceae, Poaceae, Brassicaceae,
and Polygonaceae. The largest genera in the region
include Eriogonum (22 taxa), Carex ( 18), Arabis ( 14) ,
Astragalus (11), and Lupinus (II). Other important
genera are Artemisia, Ch rysothamnus, Salix, Achnath-
erum, Agrostis, Elymus, and Pinus. Table 4 summariz-
es the numerical values of this Flora, including the 10
largest families.
Non-Native Taxa
Non-native ("introduced " ) taxa account for only
2.9% of the total flora . Of the 14 taxa documented in
the Glass Mountain Region, most exist in disturbed
and ruderal areas (Salsola tagus; Descurainia sophia),
and meadows tCirsium vulgare; Taraxacum officina-
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Table 5. Floras used in comparison with Glass Mountain Region.
ALISO
Flora
Bishop Creek
Bodie Hills
Toiyabe Mountains
White Mountains
Yosemite National Park
Reference
Crowther and Crowther 2002
Messick 1982
D. Charlet 1994"
Morefield et al. 1988; Morefield et al. 1989
BOlli 2001
Total taxa
858
452
689
1055
1426
Taxa common
with Glass Mtn .
333
253
243
333
272
a Toiyabe Mountains Flora, Lander and Nye Counties, Nevada . Unpublished checklist.
Ie). Non-native taxa are designated in the Annotated
Catalog with an asterisk (*).
The most conspicuously invasive introduced plant
is cheatgrass, Bromus tectorum. which has invaded
large areas of the north edge of Long Valley. Intro-
duced in the late 1800s in British Columbia, cheatgrass
quickly spread south into the Great Basin, finding a
niche in overgrazed Sagebrush scrub (Billings 1990).
A hardy winter annual from Eurasia, B. tectorum com-
pletes its life cycle by late May, when it drops its
seeds, dries up, and becomes brittle tinder for fires.
Native shrubs such as Artemisia tridentata and Pur-
shia tridentata get incinerated by these fires and are
slow to reestablish, but Bromus survives well and pro-
liferates, increasing the periodicity of such fires. As a
result, what was once intact native Sagebrush scrub
and Pinyon woodland is now a sea of Introduced
grassland. These grassy burnt slopes reach up into the
Jeffrey pine belt, which now exists under threat by
such fires.
Comparative Floristics
Several floristic inventories have been completed for
areas surrounding the Glass Mountain Region . Al-
though a rigorous analysis between floras is beyond
the scope of this paper, comparing floristic composi-
tion between these areas and Glass Mountain can pro-
vide a generalized view of the diversity of Glass
Mountain in relation to these surrounding regions. A
good way to evaluate overall similarity between floras
is by using the Sorensen Similarity Index (SO, which
uses taxon presence/absence data to render similarity
on a scale of 0 to 100. This index is commonly used
because it gives weight to species in common between
areas, rather than those that are unique to each area
(Kent and Coker 1992). Easy to calculate, SI is ex-
pressed as : SI = 2C/A + B X 100%; where C =
number of taxa common to both areas, A = number
of taxa in one area, and B = number of taxa in the
other area.
Five nearby floras were selected to compare with
the Glass Mountain Region. These were chosen for I)
proximity to Glass Mountain, 2) availability of rea-
sonably complete species lists, and 3) representation
of similar and/or different floristic provinces. Table 5
lists the comparative floras used for this paper, cita-
tions, total taxa, and taxa in common with the Glass
Mountain Region. Optimal comparisons require simi-
lar sample size (total surface area of floras) but, with
the exception of the Bodie Hills, this was not feasible.
The five floras chosen have widely varying elevational
ranges, moisture gradients, substrates, species richness,
and presumably different intensities of botanical doc-
umentation. Nevertheless, they can provide useful data
with which to generate general comparisons with the
Glass Mountain Region. Figure 7 summarizes the re-
sults.
Not surprisingly, the Bodie Hills Flora is the most
similar (SI = 54) to the Glass Mountain Region . This
may be accounted for by similar size, elevation range,
position in the rainshadow side of the Sierra Nevada,
and mostly volcanic substrate. The next most similar
flora is the Bishop Creek drainage (SI = 49), which
has similar east-side exposure, but with a richer flora,
wider elevational range and moisture gradients, more
non-native taxa, and predominantly granitic substrate.
The White Mountains are in third position of similarity
(SI = 43), differing from Glass Mountain by having a
larger study area, greater elevation range, and many
more diverse substrates. The Toiyabe Mountains were
chosen to represent the Great Basin floristic province.
Although having similar elevational ranges to Glass
Mountain, they have a much larger sampling area and
larger flora, rendering their similarity at 41 . Finally,
Yosemite National Park was selected to represent
west-side Sierra flora. Again, a much larger sample
area, very high elevational ranges, higher annual pre-
cipitation, and very rich flora with strong cismontane
components renders the similarity to Glass Mountain
at only 28 .
All five east-side floras , when compared with each
other, have an averaged similarity of 44.9. Comparing
these five floras as a group to the west-side Yosemite
National Park yields an averaged similarity of 31.2.
This reinforces stronger affinities of east-side floras,
including the Glass Mountain Region, with the Great
Basin floristic province rather than with the more me-
sic cismontane affinities of the west-slope of the Sierra
Nevada floristic province.
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Fig. 7. Map of floras used in comparison with the Glass Mountain flora, with percent similarity (Soren sen 's) for each area to Glass
Mountain. Map © Bartholomew Ltd repr odu ced by kind permission of HarperCollins Publishers ww w.bnrtholomewmaps.com.
Sensitive Taxa
"Sensitive Taxa" is a general term for taxa that are
rare, endangered, and/or of limited geographical dis-
tribution. Different state, federal , and private organi-
zations have different criteria and rating systems for
sensitive plants , These include the California Depart-
ment of Fish and Game, US Fish and Wildlife Service,
US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and
California Native Plant Society. A good cross-refer-
enced source for sensitive plants of different status is
the Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants of Cal-
ifornia (CNPS 200 I) . Thi s vo lume lists hundreds of
taxa within the state, with annotations about occur-
rences, threats, taxonomic reference sources, and a
specific rating system for rarity and threats. Although
CNPS listing holds no direct statutory status, it is still
the basis for ongoing legal action due to its widely
cited documentation of sensitive plants throughout the
state.
Twenty one taxa of special status are documented
within the Glass Mountain Region . Two are California
State listed as Rare, Astragalus monoen sis var. mon-
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Table 6. Sensitive plants from Glass Mountain Region, CNPS
Inventory (CNPS 200 I).
Taxa Reported from the Region but not Vou cher ed at
RSA-POM or UClJEPS
oensis and Astragalus johannis-howellii. Table 6 sum-
marizes sens itive taxa from Glass Mountain listed in
the CNPS publication, with varying degrees of rarity
and/or threat.
' CNPS List: IB: Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in Cali-
fornia and elsewhere. 2: Plants rare, threatened, o r endange red in
California, but more common elsewhere. 4: Plant s o f limited di stri-
bution-a watch list.
b CA State List: Designated Rare by California Fi sh and Gam e
Commission.
Taxon
Allium atro rube ns var. atrorubens
Arabis bodiensis
A rab is co brens is
Arabis microphylla var. mi crophylla
Astragalus iny oe ns is
Astragalus johannis-howellii
Astragalus lemmon ii
Astragalus mon oen sis var. monoensis
Astragalus oophorus var. oopho rus
Ca missonia boothii ssp. boothii
Carex scirpoidea ssp . pseudoscirpoidea
Cltaenac tis douglasii val'. alpina
Dodecatheon pulchellum
Eriogo num microthecum var. alpinum
Goodmania luteola
Iva nevadensis
Ivesia kingii var. kingii
Lupinus duranii
Penstemon cinicola
Senecio hydrophiloides
Viola aurea
CNPS
lisl"
2
IB
2
4
4
18
IB
IB
4
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
IB
IB
4
4
2
CA slate
lisls"
Rare
Rare
Tabl e 7. Taxa rep oned fro m Glass Mountain Region, but not
vouchered at RSA-POM or UC/JEPS. Sources: Cal flora 200 I; Con-
sta ntine -S hull and Sawy er 2000 ; M. DeDecker unpubl.; DeDecker
1984 ; Keel er-Wol f 1990 .
"Arabis pin zliae
A ster ascendens
Astragalus andersonii
Camisson ia boothii ss p. int ermedia
Carex rossii
Carex straminiformis
Che no po di um incognitum
Chorizanthe b re vicornu var. brevicornu
Chrysolepis sempervirens
Cryptantha mu ricata
Descurainia obtusa ss p. adenophora
Ericameria discoidea
Erysimum capitatum ss p. perenne
Festu ca kin gii
Festu ca o vina
C ilia sa ltico la
Lupinus breweri var. grandiflorus
Lupinus pratensis var. eriostachyus
Ma chaerantliera canescens var. shastensis
Mon ol epis pusilla
Pellaea breweri
Phlox diffusa
Pinus monticola
Poa cusickii ssp. epilis
Poa wheeleri
Populus trichocarpa
Ribes roezlii
Strep tanthus tortuosus var, orbiculatus
Swe rtia radiata
Th ali ctrum fendleri
Tsuga mertensia na
• Arabis pin zl iae: Vou ch ered from White Mountains and San Joa-
quin Rid ge ; ex pec ted o n high ridges of Glass Mountain, which is
si tua ted bet ween the two ran ges . (Co nsta ntine-S hull and Sawyer
20 00 ).
This study bases its data on fieldwork and vouch-
ered collections verified by the author firsthand at
RSA-POM and UCIJEPS. Several sources (sometimes
referred to as "grey literature") allude to taxa that
were not found in these herbarium searches. Although
these taxa do not appear in the Annotated Catalog they
are listed in Table 7, without taxonomic judgement, as
a guide to what to look for and document in furth er
explorations of the region.
ANNOTATED CATALOG OF THE VAS CULAR FLORA
The following list includes all taxa documented for
the Glass Mountain Region from fieldwork and her-
barium searches at RSA-POM and UCIJEPS , as of No-
vember 2002. For ease of reference all classific ations
and nomenclature strictly follow The Jepson Manual
(Hickman 1993). Families are ordered as they appear
in the Manual. The only names not conforming to the
Manual are in Polemoniaceae, as annotated in the Jep-
son Desert Manual (Baldwin et al. 2002) . Represen-
tative specimens listed can be found at RSA , unless
de signated by "paM," "UC," or "JEPS." An asteris k
(* ) denotes non-native taxa.
FERNS AND FERN ALLIES
DRYOPTERIDACEAE
CYSTOPTERIS FRAGILIS (L.) Bernh. Perennial herb. Uncommon fro m
protected granitic rock cracks and bases, E sid e of ran ge . Hon er
136 7.31 Jul 2001.
EQUISETACEAE
EQUI SETUM AR VENSE L. Perennial herb. Locally abunda nt in shady
und erst or y around meadows and streams. Hon er 570. 16 Au g
200 0.
OPHIOGLOSSACEAE
BOTRYCHI UM SIMPLEX Hitchc . Perennial herb. Rare . Documented
from one local ity on wet meadow margin o f "Sky Me ad ow" on
granitic E side of region. DeD ecker 5644. 15 Jul 1984.
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SELAGINELLA WATSONII (L.) Underw. Perenn ial herb . Unc ommon on
high eleva tion N-facing outcrops. Docu mented from one occur-
rence on N slo pe of Sentinel M eadow RNA , 2957 m. H oner &
H etzler 1772. 9 J il l 2002.
GYMNOSPERMS
CUPRESSACEAE
JUNIPERUS OCCIDENTALIS Hook. val'. AUSTRALIS (Vasek) A . Holmgren
& N. Holmgren Tree . Occasional individuals scattered throughout
region. Generally found on rocky slopes and canyonsides, 2200-
3000 m. Minor component of Jeffrey and lodgepol e forests.
Sometimes to 20 m high. DeDecker 368 6. 23 Aug 1974; Honer
e t at. 1161. 5 Jill 200 / .
JUNIPERUS OSTEOSPERMA (Torr.) Lillie Tree o r large shrub. Un com-
mon , wi de ly scattered individuals docum ented fro m dr y roc ky
pin yon zone in A do be Valley , N edge of region . H oner 1528. 27
Allg 200 1.
EPHEDRACEAE
EPHEDRA VIRIDIS Cov i ll e Small shrub. Occasional in Sagebrush
scrub , especi ally on E and N sides of regi on . H oner 238. 13 Jun
2000.
PINACEAE
ABI ES CONCOLOR (Go rdo n & Glend .) L indley Tree. Un common in-
di viduals scattered in Jeffrey pin e forest, Crestview to O'Harrel
Canyo n. Nev er a maj or for est component . Honer 1238, 22 Jill
200 1.
PINUS ALBICAULIS Engelm. Tr ee. Common coni fer on exposed roc ky
rid gelines and pumice pla teaus above 3000 m. Dom inant tree on
Gl ass Min. summit pla teau, often krumrnhol zed in to large clo nal
shrubs. Scattering downslope in to P. flexil is and P. con/or/a
woo dlands. DeDecker 3690. 23 Aug 1974; Hon er 202. 12 Jun
2000.
PINUS CONTORTA Loudon ssp. MURRAYANA (G rev . & Balf.) Critchf.
Tree. Common tree throughout regi on , becom ing locall y abundant
on dry slopes and around meadow s, 2600-3100 m. Extensive
undistur bed stands across Sentinel M eadow RN A and adj acent N
slo pes. O ften encroac hing around meadow margins. H oner 4048.
20 JuL 2000.
PINUS FLEXILIS E. James Tree. Co mmo n tree on exposed r idgeli nes
and slo pes, someti mes forming small stands. Found throughout
hi gher elevations of range. 2700-3 100 m. Scat te ring downslope
int o P. con/aria forest . Honer 438. 24 Jill 2000.
PINUS JEFFREYI Grev. & Balf. Tree. Abundant and conspicuous on
W side of range from Hwy. 395 to Croo ked M eadow s in a nearly
pure dense fo rest. Common farther E throughout range intermixed
with P. contorta. Only occasional on gr anitic E side of range.
Heavily logged in late 1800s from M ono M ills S, now persisting
as second gro w th forest. USFS repl anting effort underway in sev-
eral localit ies. Rarely collected (by botani sts). Ja mes Reveal 339,
12 Jun 1962 UC; H oner /048. 29 Jun 2001.
PINUS MONOPH YLLA Torr. & Frern. Tree. Co mmo n on lower elev a-
tions throughout region, 2000-2400 rn, forming distin ct woo d-
lands on granit ic E side . Mast year o f cone produ ct ion obser ved
in summer 2002. Hon er 17/8. 4 Jut 2002.
ANGIOSPERMS- DICOTY LEDONS
AMARANTHACEAE
AMARANTHUS BLlTOfDES S. Watson Annual. Occasional ruderal weed
alon g di sturb ed edges of Benton Cros sing Road. Expected else-
where. H oner / 558, 27 Aug 2001.
A NGELICA LlNEARILOBA A. Gray Perenni al herb. Common and showy
thr oughout range on more mesic E-facin g slopes of Sagebrush
scrub . and occasio nal on protected rocky cl iffs. H oner 333. 16
Jill 2000.
Ci CUTA DOUGLASII (DC. ) J. Coulter & Rose Perenni al herb . Rare.
documented fro m one locality along heavily grazed meadow
along Adobe Cr eek . H oner 1536, 27 Au g 2001.
CYMOPTERUS CINERARIUS A . Gray Perennial herb . Occasio nal and
inc onspicuous on pumice soi l; high elevations aro und Gl ass Mtn.
peak and ridge. Tay lo r 668 9. 28 Jul 1977 J EPS; Honer 1079. I
Jill 2001.
C YMOPTERUS TEREBINTHINUS (Hook.) Jones val'. CALIFORNICUS (1.
Co ulte r & Rose) Jepson Perenni al herb . Occasional in open areas
of scru b ca. 2500 m on slopes overlook ing L ong V all ey around
Bald Mm, and Senti nel M eadow RNA. H on er 335 . 17 Ju t 2000.
HERACLEUM LANATUM M ichaux Perennial herb . Rare. Docum ented
from one streamside locality along Deadman Creek . H on er 1247.
22 Jill 200 1.
LoMATIUM DISSECTUM (Torr. & A. Gray) Mathias & Constance var,
MULTIFJDUM (Torr. & A. Gray) Mathias & Constance Perennial
herb. Un common in scru b ca. 2500 m. Documented from one
locality near Ford Spr ing. H oner 920, 20 Jun 2001.
LoMATI UM NEVADENSE (S. Watson) J. M. Coull. & Rose val'. NEVA-
DENSE Geoph yt e. Common but incon spicu ous on open rock y gra-
nitic and basalt ic soil s in sagebrush and Pin yon wood land, E side
of range. Haller 873. 6 Jun 200 1.
LOMATIUM NEVADENSE (S. Watson ) J. M . Coul l. & Rose val'. PAR ISHII
(J. M . Co ul l. & Rose) Jepson Geophyte . Un common on open
granitic soi l in grazed Pinyon wo odland, E side of range. lionel'
733, 27 May 2001.
PERIDERIDIA LEMMONII (1. Coulter & Rose) Chuang & Const ance
Geophyte. Locall y common along dry meadow edges and under
lodgepoles at Saw mi ll M eadow . Honer 444. 25 Jul 2000.
PERIDERIDIA PARISHII (1. M. Coull. & Rose) A . Nel son & J. F. M acbr.
ssp. LATIFOLIA (A. Gray) Chuang & Constance Geo phy te. Locally
abundant above seeps and streams in meadows on N side of
range. H oner 1492, 26 A llg 200/.
PERIDERIDIA PARISHII (1. M. Cou ll. & Rose) A . Nelson & J. F. Macbr.
ssp. PARISHII Geoph yte . Locall y co mmo n along meadow edges.
Documented fro m Sawmill Meadow, expected elsewhere. Hon er
& Guiliani 1380. I Aug 200 /.
SPHENOSCIADIUM CAPITELLATUM A. Gray Perenn ial herb . Co mmon
alo ng shady ripari an zones and meadow s. Hon er 1285. 24 Jill
200 / .
ASCLEPIADACEAE
ASCLEPIASSPECIOSA Torr. Perennial herb. Rare; documented fro m one
locality on steep S-fac i ng pumice slope in Jef frey pine woo dland
in O 'Harr el Canyon . H oner 375. 19 Jill 2000.
ASTERACEAE
A CHILLEA MILLEFOLIUM L. Perennial herb . Common on moi st mead-
ow edges and streambanks throughout range. H oner /1 28, 4 Jill
200 1.
A GERATINA OCCIDENTALIS (Hook .) R. King & H . Rob in son Perennial
herb. Rare; docum ented fro m one locality on steep loose pum ice
allu vium abov e Wet Canyon. Honer 1277. 24 Jul 200 1.
AGOSERIS GLAUCA (Pursh) Raf . val'. GLAUCA Perennial herb. Occa-
sional along borders of meadows throughout range. H oner 9/ 1,
7 Jun 200/ .
AGOSERIS GLAUCA (Pursh) Raf. val'. LACINIATA(D. Eaton ) F. J. Smi ley
Perenni al herb . Loc al ly abundan t in dry meadow s. H oner 4 /6,
21 Jill 2000.
AGOSERIS GLAUCA (Pursh) Raf. val'. MONTICOLA (E . Green e) O. Jones
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Perenn ial herb . Occasio nal to loc all y commo n on dr y meadow s
and srrearnbanks . Rare dwarfed ind ividual s on G lass Mtn. Peak.
DeD eck er 56 23. /5 Jul /984 ; Honer et al . / 404 , 2 A ug 200/ .
AMBROSIA ACANTHICARPA Hook. Annual. Occasional to locall y abun-
dant on di sturbed road edges and heavil y grazed areas. Honer
/268. 2J Ju/ 200/ .
ANAPHALIS MARGARITACEA (L.) Benth. & Hook . Perenn ial herb. Rare
on wet spri ng margins. Documented from one loc al it y in 0' Harrel
Cany on. Haller 373 . /9 Jul 2000.
A NISOCOMA ACAULIS Torr. & A. Gray Annual. Occasional on soft
lo ose soi l in ope n di sturbed areas o f Sagebr ush scrub. Often in
burn areas. Haller 09 / . // Jun /999.
ANTENNARIA CORYMBOSA E. Nel son Perenn ial herb . Occasional on
shady meadow edges. Documented fr om one local it y in a heavil y
grazed small meadow at N base of Gl ass Mtn. Honer /060. 30
Jun 200/.
ANTENNARIA ROSEA E. Greene ssp. CONFINIS (E. Greene) R. Bayer
Perenni al herb . Occasional on shady meadow and stream edges
of Sawmill M eadow and Black Cany on. Haller /004. 29 Jun
200/ .
A NTENNARtA ROS EA E. Greene ssp. ROSEA Perennial herb. Common
to locall y abundant on drier meadow and stream borde rs through-
out range. Haller / 33/. 25 Ju/ 200 / .
A RNICA CHAMISSONIS Less. ssp. FOLIOSA (Nu u .) M aguire Perennial
herb . Occasional to locally abundant in meadows and alo ng
streamba nks , shady to open areas. Haller 546. / 5 Aug 2000.
ARNICA MOLLIS Hook. Perenn ial herb. Co mmon in shady understory
of meadows and along stream s. Taylor / 6855. 20 Jul /998 JEPS;
Honer 943. 20 JUIl 200/.
A RNICA SORORI A Greene Perennial herb. Occasional on drier margins
of meadow s and streams. DeDecker 5635. /5 Jul /984; Haller
52 0. / 4 A ug 20 00.
A RTEMISIA ARBUSCULA Nutl. ssp. ARBUSCULA Small shrub. Locally
co mmo n; becoming dominant subshru b on open dr y cobbly fl ats
wi th fi ne si lty soi l. Haller / 7/ 9. 4 Ju l 2002.
ARTEMISIA CANA SSp. 1I0LANDERI (Gray) G.H . Ward Sma ll shrub. Lo-
cally co mmon; restricted to moist. somewhat alka line soi l adja-
cent to meadow s and streams. Wo1f 2556. 5 Nov /93 / POM; Ja ck
L. Reveal / 98. 8 Sep /962 ; Haller 5 /3. / 4 Aug 2000.
ARTEMISIA DOUGLASlANA Besser in Hook. Suffrut icose perennial. Un-
common along dry wash margins. Hon er / 553. 27 A ug 200/.
ARTEMISIA DRACUNCULUS L. Suffruticose perennial. Occas io nal along
dry w ash margin s and rocky slopes. Taylor 8097. l l Aug /982
JEPS; Honer / 700. 4 Ju/ 2002.
A RTEMISIA LUDOVICIANA Nutl. ssp. INCOMPTA (Nu tt.) Cronq. Perennial
herb. Occasional a long drier margins of streams. Honer / 299. 24
Ju/ 200/ .
A RTEMISIA LUDOVICIANA Nuu. ssp. LUDOVICIANA Perennial herb. Oc-
casional alo ng drier marg in s of streams . HOller 490. IJ Aug 2000.
ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATA Nutl. ssp. TRIDENTATA Small to large shrub .
Abundant ; dom in ant shrub throughout region across low bajada s
int o coniferous understory, 1900- 2800 m. DeDeck er 3668. 22
Au g / 974; Haller /456. 22 Aug 200/.
ARTEMISIA TRIDENTATA Nun. ssp. VASEYANA (Rydb .) Beetle Small
shrub . Co mmo n on more mesic areas of Sagebrush scrub, dom-
in ant i n mid-e leva t ion Sagebru sh scrub. Honer 4 79. / 3 Aug 2000.
A STER LANCEOLATUS Willd. ssp. HESPERI US (A. Gray) Semple & J.
Chmie lews ki Perenni al herb . Loca lly abundant. restri cted to
shady wet stream edges. Fl owering late Au gust. Hall er / 456. 25
Aug 200 / .
ASTER OCCIDENTALIS (NutI.) Torr. & A . Gray var. OCCIDENTALIS Pe-
rennial herb . Common; dominant showy Aster in open moist
meadow s and along streambank s throughout region . DeDecker
56/3. / 4 Jul / 984; Honer 568. / 6 Aug 2000.
BALSAMORHIZA SAGITTATA (Pursh) Nun. Perenn ial herb. Occasional
and showy in Sagebrush scrub. Som etimes co-occurr ing with Wy-
ethia mollis . Hon er 922. 20 Jun 2001.
BRICKELLIA MICROPHYLLA (N uu .) A . Gray Small shrub. U nco mmon
on roc ky slo pes. Documented from one local it y in Nort h Canyon.
Honer 960.2 / JUIl 200 / .
C HAENACTIS DOUGLASII (Hook.) Hook . & A m . var. ALPINA A . Gray
A nnual. Rare at hi gh ele vation s on open pumice flats and G lass
Mtn. Peak . HOller 637. / 8 Aug 2000.
CHAENACTIS DOUGLASII (Hook .) Hook. & A m . var. DOUGLAS II Annual.
Oc casional in openings in scrub throughout regi on. Haller 085.
// Jun / 999.
CHAENACTIS XANTIANA A . Gray Annual. Commo n; widely scattered
in openi ngs in scrub and under shrub s. Haller 095. // JUIl /999.
CHRYSOTH AMNUS NAUSEOSUS (Pall. ) Britton ssp. ALIIICAULIS (Nutt.)
H. M . Hall & C lem . Sma l l shrub. U ncommon in Sagebrush scrub .
Jack L. Reveal & D. Mason 92 / . / 8 Oct / 963 UC; DeD ecker
3673. 22 A ug / 974. HOller / 5 78. 29 Sep 2001.
C HRYSOTHAMNUS NAUSEOSUS (Pal l.) Briuon ssp. CONSIMILIS (G reene)
H . M . Hall & Clem . Small shrub . Co mmo n and showy in grazed
scrub and alo ng roadsides, lower eleva tio ns th rou ghout reg ion .
Jack L. Re veal & D. Mason 20 7. 9 Sep / 962 UC; Honer /42/ .
22 Aug 200 / .
CHRYSOTH AMNUS NAUSEOSUS (Pall.) Britton ssp. HOLOLEUCUS (A.
Gray) H. M . Hall & Clem. Small shru b. Occasional in Sagebrush
scrub and on exposed rocky rid ges. Honer / 482. 25 Aug 200/.
CHRYSOTHAMNUS PA RRY I (A . Gray ) E. Greene ssp. ASPER (E. Greene)
H. M . Hall & C lem. Sma ll shrub . Commo n on dr y pumice sand
flats and pumice slopes, diffu sin g into forest understory. Fer ris
// 6/ 2. 26 Jul/ 94 7; Roos 3993. 7 Sep / 948; Honer / 2/ 7, 2 / Ju/
200/ .
CHRYSOTHAMNUS PARR YI (A. Gray) E. Greene ssp. MONOCEPH ALUS
(Nelso n & Kenn .) H. M. Hall & C lements Small shrub. Common
on hi gh elevation pumice flat s of Gl ass Mtn. peak and Sentinel
M eadow RNA. DeDecker 3695. 2J Aug / 974; Honer 630. / 8
Aug 2000.
C HRYSOTHAMNUS PARRYI (A. Gra y) E . Greene ssp. NEVADENSIS (A.
Gray ) H . M . Hall & C lem. Small shrub . Occas io nal on pumice
flat s and slopes. Documented from one locality at Crooked Mead-
ows. Hon er / 35/. 25 Jul 200 / .
CHRYSOTH AMNUS VISCIDIFLORUS (Hook.) Nutl. ssp. PUBERULUS (D. C.
Eaton) H. M . Hall & C lem . Small shrub. Scattered in Sagebrush
scrub arou nd Bald Mtn. peak and down into Long Valley. Some-
times co -occurr ing w ith ssp. viscidiflorus. Honer 323A. /6 Jul
2000.
CHRYSOTH AMNUS VISCIDIFLORUS (Hook .) Nun. ssp. VISCIDIFLORUS
Small shrub . Abundant. sometimes becom in g co-dominant in
Sagebrush scrub from low bajad as to 3100 m . Ferris & Ernst
/ 3/24. / 5 Sep / 95 7 JEPS; Ja ck L. Reveal & D. Mason /96.8
Sep / 962 UC; Hon er 39 0. 20 J ul 2000.
OR SIUM SCARIOSUM NUll . Perennial herb. Co mmon on drier edges of
distu rbed/grazed meadow s and stream banks. Hon er 277. / 4 Jun
2000.
*ORSIUM VULGARE (Sav i) Ten. Perennial herb . Occasion al alo ng
streamsi des and wet seeps, usuall y in dis turbed/g razed areas.
Hon er / 5/ 7.26 Aug 200/.
C REPIS ACUMINATA Nutl. Perennial herb . Occasional ; scattered in dry
scrub and dr y wash edges. Honer / 6858 . 4 Ju/ 2002.
CREPIS INTERMEDIA A . Gray Peren ni al herb. Co m mon and showy in
dry scrub and dr y wash margins, 2500 -2900 m. Honer //06 . /
Ju /200 / .
CREPISOCCIDENTALIS Nutl. Perenn ial herb . U nco mmon on dr y cobbl y
bajada. Documented from one local it y near Deer Spr ing. Haller
/ 87. / 7 Ma y 2000.
EATONELLA NIVEA (D. Eaton) A . Gray Annual. Rare on open loose
disturbed sandy soil. Documented f ro m one locality on ryodacite
dome, N edge of Long Vall ey. Honer / 636. 3 Jun 2002.
ERICAMERIA BLOOMERI (A. Gray ) M acb r. Small shrub. Occasional ,
ente r ing range only on W side near Crestv iew , in openings of
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scrub and disturbed areas above Deadman Cr eek . Roos 3990, 7
Sep 1948; Honer 1232 , 22 Jul 2001 .
ERICAMERIA CUNEATA (A. Gray) M cClatchie Small shru b. Rare; doc-
umented from one occurrence on granitic outcro ps, N edge o f
Long Valley. Honer 1424 , 22 Au g 2001 .
ERICAMERIA SUFFRUTICOSA (N uu .) G . Nesom Small shrub. Common
and widely scattered acros s pumice flat s and slo pes at hi gh ele-
vations of Sentinel Meadow RNA and Glass Mtn. peak & ridge.
2800- 3380 m. DeD ecker 3689. 23 Aug 1974; Hon er & Het zler
638. 18 Aug 2000.
ERIGERON APHANACTIS (A. Gra y) E. Greene var. APH ANACTIS Peren-
nial herb . Occa sional in openings of scrub and on rocky slopes.
Honer 840, 5 Jun 200 1.
ERIGERON BREWERI A . Gra y var. BREWERI Perenni al herb . Un common .
Growing from rock bases on granitic E side of range. Honer 850,
6 Jun 200 1.
ERtGERON BREWERI A . Gra y var, PORPHYRETICUS (M . E. Jones) Cronq .
Suffruticose perennial. Occasional on rock y slopes throughout
range. Usually growing from rock bases. Haller 678, 26 May
2001.
ERIGERON CLOKEYI Cronq. Biennial herb. Occasional throughout
range on open rocky and silty soil. Taylor 16849, 20 Jul 1998
JEPS; Honer et al . 1148, 5 Jul 2001.
ERIGERON COULTERI Porter Biennial herb. Rare, growing streamside
in shady aspen understory. Documented from one locality along
Dexter Creek. Haller 1288, 24 Jul 2001.
ERIGERON PYGMAEUS (A. Gray) E. Greene Perennial herb. Occasional
at high elevations on gravelly pumice soil of Glass Mtn. peak
and ridge. Taylor 6697, 28 Jul 1977 JEPS; HOller 1083. I Jul
2001.
ERIOPHYLLUM LANATUM (Pursh) James Forbes var. INTEGRIFOLIUM
(Hook.) F. J. Smiley Suffruticose perennial. Common, showy, and
widely scattered on open pumice slopes and flats from 2500 m
near Crestview to 3350 m on Glass MIn. summit plateau. Honer
& Miller 474, 27 Jul 2000.
ERIOPHYLLUM PRINGLEI A. Gray Annual. Occas ional on loose decom-
posed granite soil, E side of range. Taylor 7979. 13 Jun 1982
JEPS; Honer 845, 5 Jun 2001 .
HULSEA VESTITA A. Gray ssp. VESTlTA Biennial herb . Common and
widely scattered on deep pumice sand fl ats and slo pes from B ig
Sand Flat to Glass Min. peak. Tayl or 6690. 28 Jul 1977 JEPS;
Honer 1211,21 Jul 2001.
HYMENOXYS COOPER I (A. Gray) Cockerell var. CANESCENS (D . Eaton)
K. Parker Biennial herb. Rare; documented from one locality on
ridge above Kelty Meadows. Taylor 1684 8. 20 Jul 1998 JEPS.
IVA NEVADENSIS M . E. Jones Annual. Uncommon on di sturbed road-
side s and slopes around Adobe Valley. Hon er 1362. 3 1 Jul 2001 .
LA YIA GLANDULOSA (Hook .) Hook. & Am. Annual. Occasion al co l-
onies on loose sandy or gravelly slope s and wash margin s. some-
times on disturbed sites, 2000-2500 m. Hon er 184. 17 May 2000.
MA CHAERANTHERA CANESCENS (Pursh) A. Gray var. CANESCENS Pe-
rennial herb . Oc casional from upper Sagebru sh scrub ont o ex -
posed pumice plateaus. DeDecker 36 70, 22 Aug 1974; Haller
1030. 29 JUII 200 1.
MALA COTHRIX GLABRATA (D . C. Eaton ) A . Gray Annual. Rare indi -
viduals infrequently encountered on low sandy slopes and wash
margin s of granitic E side of region . Taylor 798 4, 13 Jun 1982
JEPS; Honer 709, 27 Ma y 2001 .
PYRROCOMA APARGIOIDES (A. Gray ) E. Greene Perennial herb . Oc -
casional in dry subalpine meadows. Jack L. Reveal 162, 24 Jul
1962 ; Honer 13468. 25 Jul 2001 .
PYRROCOMA LANCEOLATA (Hook.) Greene var. LANCEOLATA Perennial
herb . Occasional on Big Sand Flat and in saltgrass meadows of
Long Valley. Honer 1795, 23 Jul 2002.
PYRROCOMA RACEMOSA (Nutt.) Torrey & A. Gray var. SESSILIFLORA
(E. Greene) G. Brown & Keil Perennial herb. Adundant to dom-
inant across wet areas o f saltgrass meadows in Long Valley. HOll-
er 1803, 23 Jul 2002.
PYRROCOMA UNIFLORA (Hook.) E. Greene var, UNIFLORA Perennial
herb . Uncommon in dry meadows and in streambank thatch ; N
side of region . Taylor 17003 . 24 Au g 1998 UC; Honer 1532 . 27
Aug 2001 .
RAILLARDELLA ARGENTEA (A . Gray ) A . Gray Perennial herb. Com-
mon to abundant on hi gh elevati on pumice plateaus and slopes.
including Gl ass Mtn. peak and ridge, and Sentinel Meadow RNA.
Cronquist 1109 7. 26 Jul 1973 ; HOller 403. 20 Jul 2000.
SEN ECIO CANUS Ho ok . Perennial herb . Occasional on rocky sandy
slo pes overlooking L ong Valley, and on Glass Mtn. ridge. Usually
gro w ing around or fro m under rocks. HOller 768, 29 May 2001.
SENECIO HYDROPHILOIDES Rydb. Suffruticose perennial. Documented
from one locality in aspen understory near Kelty Meadows on
seasonal ly moist, somewhat alkaline soil around heavily grazed
spri ng. Hon er 1728, 4 Jul 2002.
SENECIO HYDROPHILUS Nun. Suffruticose perennial. Occasional on
wet, muddy, somewh at alkal ine streambanks and areas holding
water late in season. Long Valley and Adobe Creek. Honer 290,
14 JUIl 2000.
SENECIO MULTILOBATUS A. Gray Annual. Occasional on rocky slopes
throughout regi on . Usu ally growing from rock bases. Haller &
Hetzler 1762. 8 Jul 2002.
SENECIO SERRA Hook. var. SERRA B ienni al herb . Rare individuals
growing on wet strearnbanks along Deadm an Creek and Owens
River. Hon er 1248. 22 Jul 2001 .
SENECIO SPARTIOI DES To IT. & A . Gray Small shrub. Un common in
dry scrub and along j eep roads thr oughout regi on . DeD ecker
3682, 23 Au g 1974 ; Hon er 43 9. 24 Jul 2000.
SENECIO STREPTANTHIFOLIUS Greene Suffrut ico se perenn ial. Rare;
documented from one loc ality , growing fr om rock bases in re-
cently burnt scrub, Dry Fork o f Bl ack Canyon drain age. Honer
1028. 29 Jun 2001 .
SENECIO TRIANGULARIS Hook . Perennial herb . Lo call y abundant along
shady wei strearnbanks throughout reg ion. Haller / 289. 24 Jut
200 1.
SOLIDAGO MULTIRADIATA A it on Perennial herb . Common in moist
meadows, occasional ly around streams. De Decker 5619. 15 Jul
1984 ; Hon er 560, 16 Au g 2000.
SPHAEROMERIA POTENTILLOIDES (A. Gray ) A. A . Heller var. POTENTIL-
LOIDES Perenn ial herb . L ocally abundant on saltgrass/alkali flats
in Long Valley, ca. 2 120 m. Documented from one locality. Hon-
er 295, 14 Jun 2000.
STENOTUS ACAULIS Nutt . Perenni al herb . L ocally common but re-
str ic ted to fin e si lty soi l on open cobbly flats and ridges on gra-
nitic E side o f range, with other cushion -type perennials. Haller
253 , 13 J II/1 2000.
STEPHANOMERtA EXIGUA Nun. ssp. EXIGUA Annual. Occasional on
sandy wash edges and in Sagebru sh scrub. Honer 1677, 4 Jul
2000.
STEPHANOMERIA SPINOSA (N UlL) Tomb Suffruticose perennial. Un-
common in openings in scrub from 2500-2100 m, Crestview hills
10 L ong Vall ey. Hon er 1233. 22 Jul 2001.
STEPHANOMERIA TEN UIFOLIA (To rr.) H . M. Hall Perennial herb. Com-
mon on loose sandy openings in scrub and disturbed areas.
DeD ecker 3672. 22 Au g 1974 ; Haller 1225 . 22 Jul 2001.
STEPHANOMERIA VIRGATA Benth . ssp. PLEU ROCARPA (Greene) Gottlieb
Annual. Rare; documented f ro m one locality at Deadman Summit
on disturbed roadside. Hon er 1587 , 29 Sep 2001 .
* T ARAx,\CUM OFFICINALE Weber ex G. H . Wi ggers Perennial herb.
Common and widespread in di sturbed meadow s and around
stream edges. HOller 897. 7 JUIl 200 1.
TETRADYMIA AXILLARIS A . Nelson var. LONGISPINA (M. E. Jones)
Strother Small shrub. Uncommon; documented from one locality
in gra zed scrub on granitic soi l above Bl ack Lake. Ad obe Valley.
Honer 839, 5 Jun 2001.
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TETRADYMIA CANESCENS DC. Small shrub. Occasional in mid-ele-
vation Sagebrush scrub and on rocky outcrops. Haller 1224, 21
lui 2001.
TETRADYMIA GLABRATA Torr. & A. Gray Small shrub. Uncommon in
grazed scrub on N side of region around Adobe Ranch and North
Canyon. Haller 828, 5 Jun 2001.
TRIMORPHA LONCHOPHYLLA (Hook.) G. Nesom Annual. Common but
inconspicuous on drier streambanks and meadow edges. Taylor
6498, 22 Jun 1977 lEPS; DeDecker 5637, 15 lui 1984; Haller
1347, 25 lui 2001.
WYETHIA MOLLIS Gray Perennial herb. Occasional in dry scrub and
rocky outcrops, becoming abundant on more mesic E-facing
slopes. Sometimes co-occurring with Balsamorhira sagittata.
Haller 254, 13 Jun 2000.
BETULACEAE
BETULA OCCIDENTALIS Hook. Tree or large shrub. Common in shady
canyon bottom of O'Harrel Canyon; occasional above Watterson
Meadow. Haller 067, 10 Jun 1999.
BORAGINACEAE
AMSINCKIA MENZIESII (Lehrn.) A. Nelson & J. F. Macbr. val'. INTER-
MEDIA (Fisch. & C. A. Mey.) Ganders Annual. Occasional on
granitic sandy slopes and disturbed areas in Pinyon woodland, E
side of range. Haller 1652, 3 Jun 2002.
AMSINCKIA MENZIESII (Lehrn.) A. Nelson & J. F. Macbr. val'. MENZIESII
Annual. Occasional in scrub on granitic E side of region. Docu-
mented from one locality E of Deer Spring. Haller 183, 17 May
2000.
CRYPTANTHA CIRCUMSCISSA (Hook. & Arn.) I. M. Johnst. Annual.
Common and widespread in sandy openings in scrub, roadsides,
disturbed areas. Haller 165. 17 May 2000.
CRYPTANTHA CONFERTIFLORA (E. Greene) Payson Perennial herb.
Scattered in open scrub and on rocky ridges throughout region.
Widespread but never abundant. Breedlove 42947, 8 lui 1977;
Haller 695, 26 May 2001.
CRYPTANTHA ECHINELLA E. Greene Annual. Common along disturbed
road edges and scattered in dry scrub throughout region. De-
Decker 5633. 15 lui 1984; Haller 1218,21 lui 2001.
CRYPTANTHA GLOMIFLORA E. Greene Annual. Rare; documented from
one locality at headwaters of Black Canyon drainage on granitic
soil, E side of region. DeDecker 5649. 15 lui 1984.
CRYPTANTHA HUMILIS (A. Gray) Payson Perennial herb. Scattered on
high pumice slopes and plateaus above 3000 m. Syn. of C. al-
picola Cronq., (Holotype: A. Cronquist 11101,26 Jul 1973, NY),
with Glass Mtn. Peak as type locality. Taylor 6699. lui 27, 1977
lEPS; Haller 1089. I lui 2001.
CRYPTANTHA NUBIGENA (E. Greene) Payson Perennial herb. Rare in-
dividuals growing from rock bases on high pumice plateau of
Sentinel Meadow RNA. Documented from one locality. Haller
1771, 9 lui 2002.
CRYPTANTHA PTEROCARYA (Torr.) Greene Annual. Abundant on loose
sandy areas, grazed areas, and under pinyons throughout region.
Usually with narrower nutlet wings than typical C. pterocarya.
Haller 732. 27 May 2001.
CRYPTANTHA WATSONII (A. Gray) E. Greene Annual. Common on
sandy areas, dry wash edges, disturbed areas throughout region.
HOller 888, 6 Jun 2001.
PLAGIOBOTHRYS CUSICKII (E. Greene) I. M. Johnston Annual. Rare;
documented from one locality near headwaters of Black Canyon
drainage, granitic E side. DeDecker 5646, 15 lui 1984.
PLAGIOBOTHRYS KINGII (S. Watson) A. Gray val'. KINGII Annual. Oc-
casional on loose, often disturbed sandy slopes and road sides,
widely scattered throughout region. Haller 092. II Jun 1999.
TIQUILIA NUTTALLII (Hook.) A. T. Richardson Annual. Common on
sandy disturbed roadsides and grazed scrub, low elevations
throughout region. HOller & Hetzler 604. 17 Aug 2000.
BRASSICACEAE
ARABIS BODIENSIS Rollins Perennial herb. Rare; documented from
one locality on rocky granitic Pinyon woodland near Klondike
Canyon, 2100 m. Haller 679. 26 May 2001.
ARABIS COBRENSIS M. E. Jones Perennial herb. Uncommon on high
ridges and plateaus, especially Glass Mtn. peak and ridge, and
Sentinel Meadow RNA. Taylor 6700, 28 lui 1977 lEPS; Taylor
8089. II Aug 1982 lEPS; Haller & Hetzler 1769. 3 Jun 2002.
ARABIS HOLBOELII Hornem. val'. PINETORUM (Tidestrom) Rollins Pe-
rennial herb. Scattered throughout region on rocky pumice slopes
and forest understory. DeDecker 3679. 23 Aug 1974; Haller 504,
13 Aug 2000.
ARABIS HOLBOELII Hornem. val'. RETROFRACTA (Graham) Rydb. Pe-
rennial herb. Scattered throughout region on open pumice slopes
and plateaus, forest understory. DeDecker 5624. 15 lui 1984;
Honer 069. 10 Jun 1999.
ARABIS INYOENSIS Rollins Perennial herb. Occasional on rocky gra-
nitic soil and under pinyons, E side of region. Haller 790. 30 May
2001.
ARABIS LEMMONII S. Watson val'. DEPAUPERATA (Nelson & Kenn.)
Rollins Perennial herb. Occasional throughout region on open
pumice soil. Documented from Crestview and Glass Mtn. peak.
Constance 2462. 7 Aug 1938 lEPS; Taylor 6701. 28 lui 1977
lEPS.
ARABIS LYALLII S. Watson val'. LYALLII Perennial herb. Rare; docu-
mented from one locality in steep dry lodgepole understory on
N-slope of Sentinel Meadow RNA. Haller & Hetzler 1773. 9 lui
2002.
ARABIS MICROPHYLLA Nutt. val'. MICROPHYLLA Perennial herb. Rare
on steep shady lodgepole slopes, and in N-facing Sagebrush
scrub. Haller 1638, 3 Jun 2002.
ARABIS PLATYSPERMA A. Gray var, HOWELLII (S. Watson) Jepson Pe-
rennial herb. Occasional on rocky pumice of high ridges and
slopes. Taylor 9988, 25 Jun 1988 lEPS; Haller et al 1137, 5 lui
2001.
ARABIS PLATYSPERMA A. Gray val'. PLATYSPERMA Perennial herb.
Common but widely scattered around high-elevation pumice
slopes, flats, canyons; occasional in forest understory. DeDecker
3685, 23 Aug 1974; Haller 1090, I lui 2001.
ARABIS PULCHRA M. E. Jones val'. GRACILIS M. E. Jones Perennial
herb. Uncommon in low elevation scrub and under pinyons, gra-
nitic E side of region. HOller 685. 26 May 2001.
ARABIS PULCHRA M. E. Jones val'. PULCHRA Perennial herb. Scattered
throughout region on sandy-gravelly slopes, often under pinyons.
Haller 088. II Jun 1999.
ARABIS SPARSIFLORA Nutt. val'. SUBVILLOSA (S. Wats.) Rollins Peren-
nial herb. Scattered throughout region on pumice soil. Docu-
mented from one locality at Indiana Summit RNA, expected else-
where. Taylor 6502, 22 Jun 1977 lEPS.
CARDAMINE BREWERI S. Watson val'. BREWERI Perennial herb. Locally
common along wet stream edges. Documented from Wet Canyon
and Kelty Meadows, expected elsewhere. HOller 1738. 4 lui
2002.
CAULANTHUS PILOSUS S. Watson Perennial herb. Occasional on sandy
slopes and washes throughout region; lower elevations. HOller
713, 27 May 2001.
*CHORISPORA TENELLA (Pallas) DC. Annual. Uncommon but locally
abundant on disturbed sites. Documented from one locality at
sheep grazing water trough, SE corner of region. Haller 1645, 3
Jun 2002.
DESCURAINIA CALIFORNICA (A. Gray) O. Shulz Biennial herb. Locally
common in disturbed areas and occasional in scrub and dry wash-
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es. Low to mid-elevati ons throughout region . DeDecker 5629, /5
lui /984; Taylor / 687/ . 20 lui /998 lEPS.
DEscuRAINIA INCISA (A . Gray) Britton ssp. FILIPES (A. Gray) Rollins
A nnual. Rare; docum ented from one di sturbed pullout near Deer
Spring. Honer 173. 17 May 2000.
DEsc uRAINIA PARADISA (Nelson & Kenn.) O . Schulz Biennial herb .
Co nunon to locall y abundant, especiall y on disturbed sandy areas.
Honer / 648. 3 Ju n 2002.
* DESCURAINIA SOPHI A (L.) Webb ex Prantl Annual. Common to lo-
cal ly abundant on disturbed sandy sites thro ughout region. Oc-
casio nal in sandy washes and grazed scrub. Honer / 650. 3 Jun
2002.
DRABA ALBERTINA E. Greene Bi enni al herb. Rare; docum ented fro m
one locality near edge of Sawmi ll Meadow. DeDecker 56/4. /4
lui / 984.
DRABA BREWERI S. Watson Perennial herb. Rare; documented from
one locality on pum ice plateau of Gla ss Mtn. Summi t. Taylor
6693. 28 lui /977 uc.
ERYSIMUM CAPITATUM (Do uglas) E. Greene ssp. CAPITATUM Bi ennial
herb. Occasional; widely scattered in scrub. woodland understory.
and slopes up to 2700 m. Honer 07/ . 10 Jun /999.
HUTCHINSIA PROCUMBENS (L.) Desv. Biennial herb . Occasional to lo-
cally common on low sandy humm ock s above saltgrass meadows
of Long Vall ey. Honer / 806, 23 lui 2002 .
LEPIDIUM MONTANUM Nutt . var, MONTANUM Perenni al herb . Unc om -
mon in scrub above saltgrass meadows in L ong Vall ey. Taylor
/6884. 2/ l ui /998 lEPS; Honer / 808. 23 lui 2002 .
*LEPIDIUM PERFOLIATUM L. Annual. Rare on disturbed si tes. Docu-
mented from one locality at sheep grazing station along Benton
Crossing Rd.• SE corner of reg ion. Expected elsewh ere. Honer
/ 646. 3 Jun 2002.
LESQUERELLA KlNGIl (S. Watson) S. Watson ssp. KlNGIl Perenni al
herb . Occasional along G lass Mtn. Rid ge and adjacent pum ice
slo pes. Taylor 8090. /I Au g / 982 l EPS; Honer 2 /1. / 2lun 2000.
PHOENICAULIS CHEIRANTHOIDES Torr. & A . Gray Perennial herb. Oc-
casio nal on roc ky granit ic slo pes and rid ges along E side of re-
gio n. U suall y gro wi ng from rock bases in shade of pinyons. Hon-
er 865. 6 Jun 200 / .
RORIPPA CURVIPES E. Greene val'. CURVIPES Annual or bi enni al herb.
Occasional on drying-out si l ty streambanks. Docum ented from
one locality along Deadman Creek. Honer 53 9. / 5 A ug. 2000.
RORIPPA NASTURTIUM-AQUATICUM ( L.) Hayek Ann ual or bienni al
herb. Common to locall y abundant on wet stream edges and in
water. Usually in shady situatio ns. Honer 896. 7 Jun 200/ .
*SISYMBRIUM ALTISSIMUM L. Annual. Occasional ; restr icted to dis-
turbed roadsides and pullouts. Honer /556. 27 Au g 200/ .
STANLEYA PINNATA (Pursh) Britton val'. PINNATA Small shrub. Rare
on rocky slope s around the S end of Glass Mtn. Ri dge. Docu-
mented only twice. Taylor 8092. // Aug /982 UC; Honer 1068.
30 Jun 200/.
STREPTANTHUS CORDATUS Nutt . val'. CORDATUS Perennial herb. Oc-
casio nal on pumice soil alo ng S Gl ass Mtn. Rid ge. Tay lor 810 / .
/1 Aug 1982 UC; Honer 1082 , / lui 200 /.
STREPTANTHUS TORTUOSUS Kellogg var, ORBICULATUS (E. Greene) H.
M . Hall Annual. Rare; documented from one occurrence on steep
E- facin g pumice and obsidian slopes of Gla ss Mtn. Rid ge. Honer
2 /4. / 2 Jun 2000.
THELYPODIUM BRACHYCARPUM Torr. Biennial herb. Rare; docum ented
from one locality in L ong Valley. 2100 m. DeDecker 876. 7 lit!
1958.
T HELYPODluM CRISPUM Payson Bienni al herb . Comm on in saltgrass
meadows of Long Val ley, occasional across B ig Sand Fl at. Ex-
pected elsewhere. Honer 3 I 7. 14 Jun 2000.
CACTACEAE
OPUNTIA ERINACEA Engelm . & J. B igel. val'. ERINACEA Succulent
shrub. Uncommon. Widely scattered individuals in scrub and Pin-
yo n woodl and of granitic E side. Honer 860, 6 Jun 2001 .
CAPPARACEAE
CLEOMELLA PARVIFLORA A . Gray A nnual. Occasional on moist crusty
alkaline soil of L ong Vall ey saltgrass meadows. Docum ented
from one local it y. Honer /4/ 7. 22 Aug 200/ .
CAPRIFOLIACEAE
SAMBUCUS MEXICANA C. Presl ex DC. Large shrub. Rare; docu-
mented from one locality on N-facin g granit ic slope near Deer
Spring. Honer 440, 24 Jul 2000.
SYMPHORICARPOS LONGIFLORUS A . Gray Small shrub. Unc om mon ;
documented from one locality on Bishop Tuff cl i f fs above North
Canyon. Honer 8 /8. 4 Jun 200 / .
SYMPHORICARPOS ROTUNDIFOLIUS A . Gray var, ROTUNDlFOLIUS Small
shrub. Co mmon in A rtemisia-Purshia scrub throu ghout hi gher el-
evatio ns in region. Sometimes becoming co-dominant on moister
E-facin g exposures and in canyons. Important understory shrub
in aspen woodlands. Honer 722. 27 May 200/.
CARYOPHYLLACEAE
ARENA RIA KlNGIl (S. Watsonj ) M . E Jones val'. GLABRESCENS (S. Wat-
son) M agu ire Perennial herb . Widely scattered on high elevat ion
rock y pumice flats of Gl ass Mtn. peak & ridge, and Sentin el
Me adow RNA. Occasional on mid-elevation open cobbly flats
with fin e si l ty soi l and other cushion-type plants. Honer 209 . / 2
Jun 2000.
ARENA RIA MACRADENIA S. Watson val'. FERRISIAE A brams Suffruticose
perennial. Occasional on rocky granitic slopes in Pinyon wood-
land above A dobe Vall ey. Honer 870. 6 Jun 200 / .
SAGINA SAGINOIDES (L.) Karsten Perenni al herb. Rare; documented
from one locality border ing wet meadow at headwa ters of Bla ck
Canyon drain age. DeDecker 5650. / 5 lui / 984 .
SILENE BERNARDINA S. Watson Perenni al herb. Co mmon in mid -el-
evation Sagebrush scrub. O ften growing up thr ough shrubs. Cron-
qu ist // 090. 26 lui / 9 73 UC; DeDecker 3699. 22 Au g / 974;
Honer // 05. / lui 200/.
SILENE SARGENTII S. Watson Annual. Uncommon on cobbly E-facin g
slopes around Glass Mtn. peak. Honer & Hetzler 626. 18 Aug
2000.
STELLARIA LONGIPES Goldie val'. LONGIPES Perenni al herb. Co mmon
thr oughout region around wet meadow edges and in thick stream-
side thatch . Honer 488. / 3 Aug 2000.
CERATOPHYLLACEAE
CERATOPH YLLUM DEMERSUM L. Aqu ati c annual. Occasional in flow
of Owens River. Long Valley. Honer / 779. 23 lui 2002.
CHENOPODIACEAE
A TRIPLEX CANESCENS (Pursh) Nutt. ssp. CANESCENS Small shrub. Un-
common in grazed scrub and di sturbed roadsides. N tip of region
in Adobe Valley. Honer / 524. 27 Aug 2001.
CHENOPODIUM ATROVIRENS Rydb. Annual. Uncommon. Documented
from one locality near meadow at headwaters of Black Cany on
drainage. DeDecker 563/, /5 lui / 984 .
CHENOPODIUM DESSICATUM A. Nelson Annual. Occasional to locall y
common on di sturbed sandy sites. especia lly roadsides. Taylor
6526, 28 Jun 1977 lEPS; Hon er 126 7. 23 lui 200 /.
CHENOPODIUM FREMONTII S. Watson A nnual. Occasional around di s-
turbed sandy meadow margins. Taylor 17005. 24 Au g / 998 lEPS;
Honer / 742, 4 lit! 2002.
CHENOPODIUM LEPTOPH YLLUM Moq. Ann ual. Occasional on disturbed
sandy areas. especi ally roadsid es. Honer /583.29 Sep 200/.
GRAYIA SPINOSA (Hook.) Moq. Small shrub. Scattered in Sagebrush
scrub throu ghout reg ion. Honer 259, / 3 Jun 200 0.
MONOLEPIS NUTTALLIANA (Schultes) E. Greene Annual. Occasional
to locally abundant on di sturbed sites in Long Vall ey and sheep
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grazing pullout on S edge of region . Helmkamp S./1 .. 17 JU/1 / 987;
Honer 1653. 3 JUIl 2002.
M ONOLEPIS SPATHULATA A . Gray Annual. Rare; documented fro m
one locality near meadow at headwaters o f Black Can yon dra in -
age, E side of range. Expected el sewhere. DeDecker 5648. 15 Jul
1984 .
NITROPHILA OCCIDEN'rALlS (Nutt.) Moq. Perennial herb. Uncommon
on margins of saltgrass meadows. L ong Valley. Documented from
one locality. Haller / 8/5. 23 Jul 2002 .
* SALSOLA TR AGUS Nelson Annual. Widel y scattered, becoming lo-
cally abundant. Restricted to di sturb ed roadsides thr ough out re-
gi on. Honer 1//5. I Jul 200/.
SARCOBATUS VERMICULATUS (Hook.) Torr. Small shrub. Occa sional
on higher areas within saltgrass meadows in Long Vall ey , 2090
m. Honer 1801. 23 Jul 2002.
ERICACEAE
LEDUMGLANDULOSUM Nutt. Small shrub. Uncommon in shady boggy
understory around meadows. Documented only from Sawmill
Meadow. HOller 463. 25 Jul 200 0.
ORTHILIA SECUNDA (L. ) House Perenni al herb . Rare ; documented
from one locality in shady humic bog adjace nt to Sawmill M ead-
ow. Taylor / 6999. 24 Aug /998 JEPS.
PTEROSPORA ANDRODMEDEA Nuu, Perennial herb. Rare in dry under-
story of L odgepole woodland . DeDecker 3687, 23 Aug /974;
Honer /415. 2 Aug 200/.
PYROLA ASARIFOLIA Michaux ssp. ASARIFOLIA Perenni al herb. Rare;
documented from o ne locality in shady strea ms ide bel ow
O 'Harrel Can yon Spr ing. Honer 458, 25 Jul 2000.
PYROLA MINOR L. Perennial herb . U ncom mon in dr y shady aspen
understory adjacent to wet meadows. Documented fr om Sawmill
and Wet M eadows. DeDecker 56/0, 14 Jul 1984; Haller 575. 16
Aug 2000.
FABACEAE
A STRAGALUS CANADENSIS L. val'. BREVIDENS (G and.) Barn eby Annual.
Oc casional around alkal ine meadows in Long Valley. Document-
ed from one occurrence; expected el sewhere. Haller /78 7. 23 Jul
2002 .
A STRAGALUS CASEI A . Gray Perennial herb . U ncommon in dr y Sage-
bru sh scrub and rocky slopes above Adobe Valley. Possibly re-
stric ted to granit ic substrate. Haller 7 / 6. 27 May 2001 .
A STRAGALUS JOHANNIS-HOWELLII Barneby Annual. Occasional on
openings in scrub on sandy hillocks above saltgras s meadows in
L ong Valley. ca. 2100 m. State li sted rare plant. DeDecker 875.
7 Jul /958; Haller 3 / 6, /4 JUIl 2000.
A STRAGALUS LEMMONII A . Gra y Ann ual. Rare; documented from one
locality in Lo ng Vall ey on frost-h eaved alkaline silty so i l holding
moisture late. Di sjunct from Sierra Co unty . CA.. and Washoe
County, NY. Haller 292, 14 Jan 200 0.
A STRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS Hook. val'. INEPTUS A. Gray Perennial
herb. Rare ; documented from one locality in Long Valley around
Salt grass meadows/Sagebrush scru b. Taylor /6531 , 9 Jun /998
JEPS.
A STRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS Hook. val'. SEMOTUS Jepson Perennial
herb. Locally rare, but widely scattered throughout regi on. Typ-
ically growing from rock bases on varying substrates, L ong Val-
ley to Glass Mtn . Ridge. Haller 934. 20 JUIl 200/ .
A STR AGALUS MONOENSIS Barneby Geoph yte . Rare narrow endemic to
pumice flats and pl ateaus in M ono Co. Repeatedly documented
from Big Sand Fl at. Little Sand Fl at, Gl ass Mtn. summit plateau .
State listed rare plant. Jack L. Reveal 560, /4 Jul /963 UC;
Cronquist // 096, 26 Jul /973; Taylor 6703. 8 Au g / 977 JEPS;
DeDecker 4732. 2/ JUIl 1978; Cliftoll 18226. / Jul /988 JEPS;
HOller et al . 1/ 39. 5 Jul 200/.
A STRAGALUS NEWBERRYI A. Gray val'. NEWBERRYI Perennial herb.
Rare; w idely scattered individuals on loose pumice soil above
North Canyo n. Haller 834, 5 Jun 200/.
A STRAGALUS OOPHORUS S. Wars. val'. OOPHORUS Perenni al herb. Rare ;
documented from one locality along ridgeline j eep trail between
Cl ov er Patch and Kelty Meadows. Growing from granitic rock
base in center of trail. Haller & Hetzler / 760. 8 Jul 2002.
ASTRAGALUS PURSHII Dougl as val'. LECTULUS (S. Watson) M. E. Jones
Perennial herb . Rare; documented from one locality on exposed
quartz latite hilltop above Crestview. Haller / 241. 22 Jul 2001 .
A STR AGALUS PURSHII Dougl as var. TINCTUS M . E. Jone s Perennial
herb . Occasional throughout region in open areas on granitic or
pumice rocky soil. 2000 - 2500 m. Haller / 54. 14 May 200 0.
LUPINUS ANDERSONII S. Watson Perennial herb. Rare; documented
from one locality near Indiana Summit. Taylor 68/1, 17 Aug
1977 JEPS.
LUPINus AROUSTUS Lindley Perennial herb . Widespread throughout
middle elevat ion s in region . Common in aspen understor y. Lo-
ca ll y abundant in scrub below "Cone Peak" on Glass Mtn. Ridge.
Jack L. Reveal. 2 Sep 1963 UC; DeDecker 3671. 22 Aug /974;
HOller 1101, I Jul 200 1.
LUPINUS ARGENTEUS Pursh val'. HETERANTHUS (S. Watson) Barneby
Perenni al herb . Widespread in Sagebrush scrub throughout re-
gi on, from Long Valley to Black Canyon. Jack L. Re veal 853 . I
Sep / 963; Haller / 655. 3 JUIl 2002.
L UPINUS ARGENTEUS Pursh val'. MEIONANTHUS (A . Gray) Barneb y Pe-
rennial herb. Apparently rare; documented from one local ity on
granitic ridge above Kelty Meadows. Taylor /6888. 20 Jul /998
JEPS.
LU PINUS ARGENTEUS Pursh val'. MONTIGENUS (A. A . Heller) Barneby
Perennial herb . Uncommon on NW side o f range. Documented
from Gaspipe Spr in g and Crooked Meadow s areas. Hall /2280.
3 Aug 1927 UC: Tucker 3339. 4 Sep / 957 U'C.
L UPINUS ARGENTEUS Pur sh val'. PALMERI (S. Watson) Barn eby Peren-
ni al herb. Widespread in scrub, forested understory, and sandy
slopes of W half of regi on . DeDecker 3674. 22 Aug /974; Teare
/407, 26 JUIl /98/ UC: Honer / 22 7, 22 Jul 200 / .
L UPINUS DURANII Eastw . Perenn ial herb . Rare endemic to pumice
fl ats. Abundant and repeatedly documented at type local it y on
Bi g Sand Flat. Reported elsew here within region. Duran 3343,
15 Jul / 932; Jam es L. Reveal & C. Revea/ 354. /6 Jun 1962 ;
Spell enberg 2879. 26 JUIl 1972 UC ; Teare 1401 , 26 JUIl / 981
JEPS : Honer / 508. 26 Au g 200 / .
LUPINUS LEPIDUS Dougl as val'. CONFERTUS (Kellogg) C. P. Smi th Pe-
renni al herb. Widespread, showy, someti mes locally abundant
thr oughout region in wet and dry meadows and streamb anks .
2000 -2950 m. DeDecker 5621, /5 Jul / 984; Haller 913 . 7 Jun
200/ .
L UPINUS LEPIDUS Douglas val'. RAMOSUS Jepson Perennial herb . Rare;
documented from one local it y in dr y meadow and understory at
headwaters of Wild Co w Canyon . Honer 4/8, 2 / Jul 2000.
LUPINUS LEPIDUS Dougl as val'. SELLULUS(Kellogg) Barn eby Perennial
herb . Uncommon; documented only from Wedge of region on
roadside in Jeffrey pin e understory ncar C restview. Roos 399/. 7
Sep 1948: Mun z 20/ 28. 24 Aug 1954.
LUPtNUS POLYPH YLLUS L indley val'. BURKEl (S. Watson) C. H it chc.
Perennial herb . Rare; documented fr om one local it y in streamside
scrub just abov e Deadman Cre ek . Haller 544, /5 Aug 2000.
TRIFOLIUM LONGIPES Nutt. val'. NEVADENSE Jepson Perenn ial herb.
W idespread throughout region in streambank thatch and in mead-
ows . Dominant Trifolium in regi on . Jac k L. Reveal / 63. 24 Jul
/ 962 UC: Haller 245 . / 3 JUIl 2000.
T RIFOLIUM MONANTHUM A. Gray val'. MONANTHUM Perennial herb.
Co mmon but inc onspicuous along shady wet streambanks and
meadows throughout region. DeD ecker 5627, /5 Jul / 984 : Haller
538. /5 Aug 2000.
T RIFOLIUM WORM SKJOLDII Lehm. Perenni al herb. Rare; documented
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from one locality in Long Valley along riverbanks above Owens
River. Co-occurring with T. longipes. Honer /7928, 23 luI 2002.
GENTIANACEAE
GENTIANOPSIS SIMPLEX (A. Gray) litis Annual. Occasional around wet
streambanks and meadows on N side of region. Taylor /7002. 24
Aug /998 lEPS; Honer & Miller 467. 27 lui 2000.
SWERTIA PUBERULENTA (Davidson) Jepson Perennial herb. Uncom-
mon on pumice flats, slopes, conifer understory from 2500 m to
Glass Mtn. peak. Taylor 6694, 28 Aug /977 lEPS; Honer /20/.
2/ lui 200/.
GROSSULARIACEAE
RIBES AUREUM Pursh var. AUREUM Small shrub. Rare; documented
from one collection in riparian area along Deadman Creek. Honer
/254,22 luI 200/.
RIBES CEREUM Douglas var. CEREUM Small shrub. Widespread
throughout region in many habitats: open Sagebrush scrub, rocky
slopes, coniferous understory, and dwarfed thickets on pumice
plateaus of Sentinel Meadow RNA and Glass Mtn peak. Honer
/204,2/ lui 200/.
RIBES INERME Rydb. var. INERME Small shrub. Uncommon along ri-
parian areas and meadow margins, 2100-2600 m. Honer /255,
22 lui 200/.
RIBES VELUTINUM E. Greene Small shrub. Occasional in Sagebrush
scrub and rocky slopes, often near granitic outcrops. Honer 802.
30 May 200/.
HYDROPHYLLACEAE
HESPEROCHIRON CALIFORNICUS (Benth.) S. Watson Perennial herb.
Occasional along wet streambanks and muddy seeps. Document-
ed from one locality along Owens River but seen in Wildrose
Canyon also. Honer /22, /3 May 2000.
NAMA DENSUM Lemmon var. DENSUM Annual. Rare; documented
from one roadside locality along Hwy 120 in Adobe Valley.
DeDecker 4735. 2 Jun /978.
NAMA ROTHROCKII A. Gray Perennial herb. Rare: documented once
on loose steep E-facing pumice slope in remote area of Wet Can-
yon. Honer /278, 24 luI 200/.
NEMOPHILA SPATULATA COY. Annual. Rare and inconspicuous. Doc-
umented from one locality on moist meadow margin at headwa-
ters of Black Canyon drainage, 2650 m. DeDecker 5652, /5 lui
/984.
PHACELIA BICOLOR S. Watson var. BICOLOR Annual. Common and
widespread throughout range on sandy openings in scrub and dis-
turbed areas 2100-2800 m. Taylor 6524. 28 Jun /977 lEPS;
DeDecker 5653. /5 luI /984; Honer 075, /0 Jun /999.
PHACELIA CURVIPES S. Wats. Annual. Uncommon; growing on sandy
areas under shrubs. Documented only from Long Valley and Fra-
zier Canyon. Taylor /65/2. 9 Jun /998 lEPS; Honer /55, /4
May 2000.
PHACELIA HASTATA Lehm. ssp. COMPACTA (Brand) Heckard Perennial
herb. Occasional on pumice sand flats, road edges, and in Jeffrey
pine understory. Howell /4502. /0 Aug /938; Heckard 883, /9
Aug /957; Honer /209.2/ luI 200/.
PHACELIA HUMILIS Torr. & A. Gray var. HUMILIS Annual. Locally
abundant in shady dry aspen understory, occasional in scrub. Tay-
lor 16845, 20 luI /998 lEPS; Honer 1676. 4 luI 2002.
PHACELIA INYOENSIS (J. F. Macbr.) J. Howell Annual. Uncommon;
documented from alkaline meadows in Long Valley and Watter-
son Meadow. Constance 3432.3 lui 1952 UC; Taylor /65/0, 9
Jun /998 lEPS.
PHACELIA RAMOSISSIMA Douglas ex Lehm. var. LATIFOLIA (Torr.)
Cronquist Perennial herb. Rare; documented from one locality
along sandy granitic wash margins near Black Mtn. Usually
growing up through shrubs. Honer /692, 4 lui 2002.
PHACELIA RAMOSISSIMA Douglas ex Lehm. var. RAMOSISSIMA Peren-
nial herb. Rare: documented from one locality in recovering burnt
scrub on pumice and granitic soil below Ford Spring. Usually
growing from bases of shrubs. Honer 929, 20 Jun 200/.
PHACELIA RAMOSISSIMA Douglas ex Lehm. var. SUBGLABRA M. E.
Peck Perennial herb. Rare; documented from one locality in
grazed scrub on volcanic dome in Long Valley. Honer 754. 29
May 200/.
PHACELIA VALLIS-MORTAE J. Voss Annual. Common on sandy soil
under pinyons and shrubs. Widespread across E half of range,
occasional elsewhere. Honer 84/. 5 Jun 200/.
LAMIACEAE
AGASTACHE URTICIFOLIA (Benth.) Kuntze Perennial herb. Rare; doc-
umented from one locality on a sandy granitic dry wash edge SE
of Black Mtn., 2600 m. Expected elsewhere. Honer /684, 4 lui
2002.
MENTHA ARVENSIS L. Perennial herb. Rare; documented from one
locality along muddy banks of Adobe Creek. Expected elsewhere.
Honer /545, 27 Aug 200/.
MONARDELLA GLAUCA E. Greene Perennial herb. Uncommon; doc-
umented from one locality on a sandy granitic dry wash edge SE
of Black Mtn., 2600 m. Honer /708, 4 lui 2002.
MONARDELLA ODORATISSIMA Benth. ssp. PALLIDA (A. A. Heller)
Epling Perennial herb. Widespread in higher areas of Sagebrush
scrub, 2300-3000 m elev. Questionably distinct from subsp.
odoratissima. DeDecker 3680. 23 Aug /984; Honer 433, 24 lui
2000.
L1NACEAE
LINUM LEWISII Pursh var. LEWISII Perennial herb. Occasional in open
areas of Sagebrush scrub and rocky ridges above Long Valley.
Honer //95.2/ lui 200/.
LOASACEAE
MENTZELIA ALBICAULIS Hook. Annual. Common and on open sandy
areas in scrub, and in disturbed areas, generally below 2600 m
elev. Honer 69/. 26 May 200/.
MENTZELIA CONGESTA Torr. & A. Gray Annual. Common and wide-
spread throughout region in openings of scrub, disturbed areas.
rocky slopes. Honer /032. 29 Jun 200/.
MENTZELIA VEATCH lANA Kellogg Annual. Rare; documented from
one locality in grazed Sagebrush scrub in Clark Canyon. Ex-
pected elsewhere. Honer 744, 28 May 200/.
MALVACEAE
SIDALCEA OREGANA (Torr. & A. Gray) A. Gray ssp. SPICATA (Regel)
C. Hitchc, Perennial herb. Uncommon in shady lodgepole under-
story around meadow margins on N side of range. Honer 590,
/6 Aug, 2000.
SPHAERALCEA AMBIGUA A. Gray var. AMBIGUA Suffruticose perennial.
Uncommon on roadsides and rocky slopes, apparently restricted
to granitic substrate on E side of region. Honer 7/4, 27 May
200/.
NYCTAGINACEAE
ABRONIA TURBINATA S. Watson Annual. Occasional individuals on
pumice flats, slopes, and roadsides. Widespread throughout region
from 2000-3100 m. Thomas /0254. 9Sep /963; DeDecker 3684,
23 Aug /974; Honer /654. 3 Jun 2002.
MIRABILIS BIGELOVII A. Gray var. BIGELOVII Perennial herb. Rare;
documented from one locality on steep rocky S-facing Bishop
Tuff slopes in North Canyon. Honer 952, 2/ Jun 200/.
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CAMISSONIA BOOTHII (Douglas) P H. Raven ssp. BOOTHII Annual.
Rare: documented from one locality on soft sandy wash margi ns
in lo wer Ad obe Valley. Honer 844, 5 Jun 200 / .
CAMISSONIA CLAVIFORMIS (Torr. & Frern .) P H. Raven ssp. LANCI-
FOLIA (A. A. Heller) P H . Raven Annual. Common to locally
abundant on sandy slopes, wash margins, and openings in scrub
throughout regi on, to 2400 m elev . Listed as endemic to S Gre at
Basin (E of Sierra Nevada) in Baldw in et al. (2002). Taylor 8088,
// Aug /982 JEPS; Honer 659, 26 Ma y 200 / .
CAMISSONIA CONTORTA (Do uglas) P H . Rav en Annual. Occasional
on sandy di sturbed soi l in grazed scrub and dr y washes. Hon er
705, 27 Ma y 2001 .
CAMISSONIA HETEROCHROMA (S. Watson) P H. Raven Annual. Rare;
documented from one locality on disturbed roadside below Bish-
op Tuff cany on walls , Hwy 120 abov e Adobe Valley. Hon er
/522, 27 Aug 200/.
CA,\1ISS0NIA PARVULA (Torr. & A. Gray) P. H. Raven Annual. Oc-
casio nal. locally common on di sturbed sandy road sides and
grazed scrub . Documented from one locality on bajada of Klon-
dike Canyon ; expected el sewhere. Hon er 668, 26 Ma y 2001.
CA,\1ISSONIA PUBENS (S. Watson ) P. H . Raven Annual. Rare; docu-
mented from one locality in grazed sandy scrub on volc anic dome
on N edge of Long Valley; expect ed elsewhere. Hon er / 633, 29
May 2002.
CAMISSONIA PUSILLA P H. Raven Annual. Occasional on sandy dis-
turbed sites throughout region. 2000-2300 m elev . DeD ecker
4733, 2 / Jun / 978; Honer 884, 6 Jun 200 / .
EPILOBIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM L. ssp. CIRCUMVAGUM Mosq. Perenn ial
herb. Common ; locally abund ant alo ng shady wet stream banks
and borders of meadows. 2400 - 2800 m elev. Hon er & Gu iliani
/39/, / Au g 200 / .
EPILOBIUM C1LlATIJM Raf. ssp. CILIATIJM Perennial herb . Common to
locally abund ant alo ng wet stream edges. Widespread throughout
region. DeDecker 5642, / 5 Jul / 984; Taylor / 685 7, 20 Jul /998
JEPS; Hon er 555 , / 5 Aug 2000.
EPILOBIUM HALLEANUM Hausskn. Perenni al herb . Rare; docum ented
from one locality, alon g moist edge of Sawmill Meadow . De-
Decker 56//, /4 Jul / 984.
GAYOPHYTUM DIFFUSUM Torr. & A. Gray ssp. PARVIFLORUM F. H .
Lewis & M . R. Lew is Annual. Common and widespread on open
di sturb ed sandy areas in scrub. roadsides. and on sand flats.
DeDecker 5632, /5 Jul / 984 ; Hon er /50 7, 26 Au g 200 / .
GAYOPHYTUM HETEROZYGUM F. H. Lewis & Szw eyk. Annual. Occ a-
sional throughout region on disturbed roadsides and meadow
margins. Cronquist //082, 25 Jul / 973; Honer /020, 29 Jun
200 / .
GAYOPHYTUM RAMOSISSIMUM Torr. & A. Gra y Annual. Occasional on
dr y sandy disturbed areas in grazed scrub and along roadsides.
DeD ecker 4734, 2/ Jun / 978; Hon er 887, 6 Jun 200 / .
OENOTHERA CALIFORNIC,\ S. Watson ssp. AVITA Kl ein Perenni al herb.
Rare; documented from one locality on sandy granitic soi l along
jeep road in W ild rose Canyon (possibly waif"). Honer / 454. 22
Aug 200/.
OENOTHERA XYLOCARPA Cov. Biennial herb. Rare; documented from
one local ity on pumice roadside along Hwy 395 near Crestview.
Klein /088, 24 May / 959.
PAPAVERACEAE
ARGEMONE MUNITA Durand & Hilg. An nual to perennial herb . Wide-
spread but never abundant on sandy disturbed roadsides, occa-
sional on di sturb ed openings in scrub. Honer /5/6, 26 Aug 200/.
ESCHSCHOLZIA MtNUTIFLORA S. Watson ssp. MINUTIFLORA Annual.
Rare: documented from one occurrence in sandy graniti c wash at
SE end of A dobe Valley. Hon er 700 , 27 May 200 / .
ALiCIELLA undescribed sp. nov. # I Annual. Occ asion al on sandy
disturbed roadsides and grazed scrub. Documented from one lo-
cality W of Banner Springs. Confused with A. subacauli s, with
which it is rel ated (1. M. Porter pel's. comm.) Hon er 89 / , 6 Jun
200 / .
ALi CIELLA undescribed sp. nov . #2 Annual. Common on disturbed
roadsides and in grazed Sagebrush scrub. n = 8. Related to A.
subacaulis (J. M. Porter pel's. comm.). Honer 99 / , 2/ Jun 200/ .
ALLOPHYLLUM GILIOIDES (Benth.) A . D. Grant & V. E. Grant ssp.
VIOLACEUM (A . Heller) A. G . Day Annual. Occasion al in scrub
and Pinyon woodland throughout region, 2000-2300 m. Honer
72 /, 27 May 200 / .
COLLOMIA L1NEARIS NUll. A nnual. Occasional to loc all y common
alo ng drier streambank s. disturbed meadow margins. often in as-
pen understory. 2300-2800 m. Taylor /6846, 20 Ju l / 998 JEPS;
Hon er 497, /3 Aug 2000.
ERIASTRUM SPARSIFLORUM (Eastw. ) H. Mason Annual. Common and
widespread in openings of scrub , disturbed areas. roadsides.
2000 - 2500 m. Honer /264, 23 Jul 200 /.
ERIASTRUM WILCOXII (N elson) H . M ason A nnual. Common and wide-
spread in openi ngs of scrub. di sturbed areas. roadsides. 2000-
2600 m. Honer 8 /3. 4 Ju n 200/.
GILIA CANA (M . E. Jones) A . A . Heller ssp. CANA Annual. Occasion al
on open sandy areas of grazed scrub and on roc ky pediments.
Hon er 743, 28 May 200/ .
GILIA MODOCENSIS Eastw, A nnual. Occasional in openi ngs of grazed
and intac t scrub. 2000-2300 m. Honer /634, 29 May 2002.
GILIA SINUATA Benth . Annual. Occasional to locall y abundant on
sandy wash margins and baj adas, grazed and intact scrub. Hon er
/ 82, / 7 May 2000.
GILIA TRANSMONTANA (H . M ason & A. D. Grant) A . D . Grant and
V. Grant Annual. Occasion al ; documented from one locality W
of Banner Springs on open sandy areas of grazed Sagebrush
scrub ; expected el sewhere. Honer 890, 6 Jun 2001.
lI'OMOPSIS AGGREGATA (Pursh) V. Grant ssp. FORMOSISSIMA (E.
Greene) Wherry Perenni al herb . Scattered throu ghout regi on , usu-
ally in aspen understory, occasio nall y in open scrub. 2400-2750
m. Hon er 985, 2/ Jun 200/ .
[POMOPSISCONGESTA (Hook.) V.Grant ssp. MONTANA (Nelson & Ken-
nedy) V. Gr ant Perennial herb . Occasional on exposed pumice
plateau of Gl ass Mtn. peak and rid ges S., above 3200 m. Honer
/96, / 2 Jun 2000.
LEPTOSIPHON NUTTALLII (A. Gray) J. M . Porter & L. A . John son ssp.
PUBESCENS (R. Pall. ) J. M . Porter & L. A . Johnson Perenni al herb .
Widespread on dry sites in Jeffrey and lodgepole pine understor y,
2400-3000 m. Mum // 786, /5 May /947; Taylor /6862, 20 Jul
/998 JEPS; Honer //87, 2 / Jul 200/.
LEPTOSIPHON PACHYPHYLLUS (R. PatL) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
Perenni al herb . A pparently rare; documented fro m one locality at
Croo ked M eadows. 2400 m. Expected elsewhere. Bre edlo ve
42946, 8 Jul /977 .
LINANTHUS INYOENSIS (I. M . Johnston) J. M. Porter & L. A . John son
Annual. Occasional to locally adundant in Pinyon woodland on
open sandy areas in scrub and along wash edges. 2000-2300 m.
Honer 66 / . 26 May 2001.
LI NANTHUS PARRYAE ( A. Gray) Greene Annual. Rare; documented
from one locality on open heavily grazed slo pe of granitic soi l in
Pinyon woodland near SE Benton Cro ssing Rd ., 2280 m. Ex-
pected elsewhere. Hon er 726. 27 Ma y 2001.
LiNANTHUS PUNGENS (Torrey) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson Small
shrub. Widespread and common throu ghout region, mostly in
scrub. L ong Valley floor to Glass Mtn. peak. 2 100- 3400 m. Hon-
er & Hettler 628, / 8 A ug 2000.
MICROSTERIS GRACtLiS (Hook.) E. Greene An nual. Rare; documented
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from one locality in O ' Harrel Canyon, on soft pumice soil in
streamside shady understor y. Honer 084, 10 Jun / 999.
N AVARRETtA BREWERI (A . Gray) E. Greene Annual. Rare; docu-
mented from one local ity near Kelty Me adow s, 2700 m. Tayl or
16847, 20 Jul / 998 JEPS.
PHLOX CONDENSATA (A. Gray) E. Nel son Perenn ial herb. Uncommon.
Scattered on pum ice soi l of Sentinel M eadow RN A, usuall y in
shade of lodgepol es or limber pine, 3100 m. Do cumented once.
Honer & Hetzler 1764, 9 Jul 2002.
PHLOX STANSBURYI (Torr.) A . A . Heller Perennial herb. Common and
w idespread in scrub and Pinyon woodland throughout regi on.
2 100-2700 m. Haller 096. JJ Jun 199 9.
POLEMONIUM OCCIDENTALE E. Greene Perennial herb . Occasional in
shady wet meadows and streamsides, N side of region. 2600 -
2800 m. Honer 1055, 30 Jun 200 / .
POLYGONACEAE
CHORIZANTHE BREVICORNU Torr. var, SPATHULATA (Rydb.) C. Hitchc.
A nnual. Occasional on di sturbed sandy areas in scrub. 2000 -2600
m. Hon er 720. 27 May 2001.
ERIOGONUM AMPULLACEUM J. Howell A nnual. Occasio nal on sandy
soi l above sal tgrass meadows of L ong Vall ey and alo ng low elev .
di sturbed roadsides throughout regi on . Jack L. Re veal & Jam es
Reveal 558, 14 Jul 1963; Honer 1814, 23 Jul 2002.
ERIOGONUM BRACHYANTHUM Coville Annual. Occasional to locall y
abundant on sandy disturbed low elev . roadsides and grazed
scrub. 2000 -2300 m. DeDecker 4415, 22 Sep 1977; Honer 1448,
22 Aug 2001.
ERIOGONUM CEsprrOSUM Nutl. Perennial herb . Occasional; restri cted
to cobbly w indswep t grani tic pediments on E side o f regi on wi th
fine si l ty soi l. O ften co-domi nant wi th Stenotus aca ulis and other
cushion pl ants. Munr //792, 15 Ma y 1947: Honer 258, 13 Jun
2000.
ERIOGONUM DAVIDSONII Greene Annual. Rare; documented from one
locality in Adobe Valle y near Black Lake on sandy soi l in scrub.
DeDecker 6164 , 6 Sep 1989.
ERtOGONUM DEFLEXUM Torr. var, NEVADENSE Rev. Annual. Rare; doc-
umented from one locality on soft sandy N-facin g pum ice soi l in
constr icted canyo n along Hwy 120 near North Canyon in A dobe
Vall ey, 2050 m. Honer / 523, 27 Aug 200 1.
ERIOGONUM ESMERALDENSE S. Watson val'. ESM ERALDENSE Annual.
Occasional throu ghout region on soft pumice soil on roadside s,
open scrub, up to Sentinel Meadow RNA. 2400 - 3 100 m. Jack L.
Reveal & Jam es Reveal 6 / 6, 10 Aug 1963 UC: Rose 68181, 19
Jul 1968; DeD ecker 36 76, 22 Aug /974.
ERIOGONUM KENNEDYI S. Watson var, PURPUSII (Brandegee) Reveal
Perennial herb . Uncommon on grani tic sandy soi l around E side
of region. 2 100-2700 m. Honer / 377, 3 / Jul 200 1.
ERIOGONUM LOBBII Torr. & A. Gray val'. LOBBII Perennia l herb. Com-
mon but widely scattered on pumice and obsidi an slopes around
Glass Mtn. peak and Ridge, to Sentin el M eadow RNA. Cronqu ist
/1095, 26 Jul 1973; Honer 4/0, 20 Jul 2000.
ERIOGONUM MICROTHECUM Nutl. val'. ALPINUM Rev. Suffruticose pe-
rennial. Uncommon; documented fro m one locality in open wind-
swept scrub on quartz latite soi l on Bald Mtn. peak, 2700 m.
Honer 325 , / 6 Jul 2000.
ERIOGONUM MICROTHECUM Nutl. val'. AMBIGUUM (M . E. Jones) Rev.
Suffruticose perennial. Scattered throughout region on open sandy
areas of scrub . O ften co-occurring with E. umbel/alum. 2400 -
3000 m. Hon er /l 08, / Jul 200/.
ERIOGONUM MICROTHECUM Nutt. val'. LAXIFLORUM Hook. Suffrut ico se
perennial. Rare; docum ented from one locality in wind swept
scrub on hilltop above Crestview, 2500 m. Honer /228. 22 Jul
2001.
ERIOGONUM NUDUM Dougl as ex Benth . val'. DEDUCTUM (E. Greene)
Jepson Perennial herb . Rare on sandy soi l in disturb ed Jeffre y
pine forest, W side of region, 2680 m. Documented from one
local ity; expected elsewhere. Honer 120 7, 21 Jul 2001.
ERIOGONUM NUMMULARE M . E. Jones Small shrub. Occasional
throughout region on soft pumice or granitic soil in scrub. 2000-
2600 m. Ja ck L. Reveal & Mason 202, 9 Sep 1962: Taylor 8096,
/1 Aug 1982 UC; Honer 1262. 23 Jul 2001.
ERIOGONUM OVALIFOLIUM Nun. val'. NIVALE (Canby) M . E. Jones Pe-
renni al herb . Common but wi dely scattered on pumice and gra-
nit ic soi l , Pinyon woodl and to Glass Mtn. peak. 2000-3300 m.
Taylor 6696, 28 Jul 1977 UC; Honer 680, 26 May 2001.
ERIOGONUM OVALIFOLIUM Nutt. val'. OVALIFOLIUM Perennial herb. Oc-
casio nal in scrub and pum ice plateaus, 2300-31 00 m. Honer 175.
17 May 2000.
ERtOGONUM OVALIFOLIUM N utl. val'. PURPUREUM (Nelson) Dur. Peren-
nial herb . Rare; docum ented from one locality on pumice plateau
of Sentinel Me adow RNA, 3100 m. Honer 402, 20 Jul 2000.
ERIOGONUM PUSILLUM Torr, & A. Gray A nnual. Occasional on sandy
wash margins. Docum ented from one locality on granitic soi l
above Black Lake; expected elsewhere. Honer 710, 27 May 2001.
ERIOGONUM ROSENSE Nelson & Kenn. Perenni al herb . Occasional on
roc ky ridges above Kelt y Meadows to Gl ass Mtn peak. 2900 -
3400 m. Cronqu ist 11104, 26 Jul 1973; Taylor 16850, 20 Jul
1998 JEPS.
ERIOGONUM SPERGULlNUM A . Gray var, REDDINGtANUM (M . E. Jones)
J. T. Ho well A nnual. Commo n to locall y abundant on sandy dis-
turbed open areas of scrub and coni ferou s understor y, 2100 - 2900
m. James L. Reveal 461, 6 Aug 1962; Holmgren & James Reveal
2927, 22 Jul / 966: Honer 1750, 4 Jul 2002 .
ERIOGONUM UMBELLATUM Torr. val'. NEVADENSE Gand. Small shrub .
Common, wi despread, and showy in scrub throughout regi on;
also on pum ice flats, roadsides, rid ges. 2200-3200 m. DeDecker
3677,22 Aug 1974; Honer 1710.4 Jul 2002.
ERIOGONUM VIMlNEUM Benth. Annual. Co mm on to locall y abundant
on disturbed roadsides and in openings of scrub; A dobe Valley
and E side of regi on , 1900-2400 m. Hon er / 447. 22 Aug 2001.
ERIOGONUM WRIGHTII Benth . var, SUBSCAPOSUM S. Watson Small
shrub. Rare; documented from one locality around Indiana Sum-
mi t RN A, 2300 m. Expected elsewhere. Tayl or 68 / 4, 17 Aug
/ 977 JE PS.
GOODMANIA LUTEOLA (c. Parry) Rev. & B. Er tter Annual. Rare. On
low hillocks j ust above sal tgrass meadow s in Long Valley, 2090
m. Howel/ 14379, 8 Aug 1938 POM ; Honer / 813, 23 Jul 2002.
OXYTHECA DENDROIDEA Nutl. ssp. DENDROIDEA A nnual. Common on
low sandy disturbed areas in grazed scrub and roadsides, around
A dobe Valley and SE slo pes of region, 1900-2300 m. DeDecker
414 8, 2 Aug 1976; Honer 1462, 25 Au g 2001.
*POLYGONUM ARENASTRUM Boreau Perenni al herb . Rare; documented
from one locali ty near Benton Cro ssin g in Long Vall ey, 2000 m.
Helm kamp s.n.. 17 Jun 1987.
POLYGONUM DOUGLASII E. Greene ssp. DOUGLASII Annual. L ocall y
common on dry di sturbed areas of meadows and streamsides.
Honer 6228, 17 Aug 2000.
POLYGONUM DOUGLASII E. Greene ssp. MAlUS (M eissner) J. Hi ckman
Annual. Rare; documented from one locality along dry di sturbed
banks of Dexter Creek, 2600 m. Expected elsew here. Honer 498,
13 Aug 2000.
* RuMEx CRISPUS L. Perennial herb . Rare; docum ented from one lo-
cal it y along heavil y grazed and disturbed stream near Watterson
Troughs, 2320 m. Honer 1573, 28 Sep 200/ .
RUMEX PAUCIFOLIUS S. Watson Perennial herb . Common along drier
meadow margins throughout regi on, 2500-2900 m. Jack L. Re-
veal 497, 4 Jul 1963; Honer 1753, 4 Jut 2002.
RUMEX SALICIFOLIUS Weinm. var. DENTICULATUSTorr. Perennial herb .
Uncommon alo ng streambanks of Deadman Creek near Bi g
Springs campground. 2 100-2200 m. Honer 1252. 22 Jul 200 /.
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PORTULACACEAE
CALYPTRIDIUM MONOSPERMUM E. Greene Perenni al herb. Rare; doc-
umented from one occ urrence on Big Sand Fl at, 2400 m. Co -
occurr ing w ith C. umbellatum. Tea re / 4/ 7. 26 Jun /98/ JEPS.
CALYPTRIDIUM ROSEUM S. Watson Annual. Rare; documented from
one abundant populati on on heavily di sturbed and grazed scrub
and roadsides in Klondike Canyon, 2085 m. Expected elsewhere.
Honer 67/, 26 Ma y 200/ .
CALYPTRJDIUM UMBELLATUM (Torr.) E. Green e var. UMBELLATUM Pe-
rennial herb. Common and w idely scattered on pumice flats, un-
derstory, and on high pumice plateaus. Ja ck & James Reveal 55 9.
/ 4 Jul /963 UC; Hon er / 99, / 2 Jun 2000.
LEWISiA REDIVIVA Pursh Geophy te. Rare; grow ing from cobble bases
on si lt y soi l in Pinyon woo dland. granitic E side of region, 2100-
2300 m. Honer 725, 27 Ma y 200/.
M ONTIA CHAMISSOI (Sprengel) E. Greene Perenni al herb. Rare; doc -
umented from one occurrence on muddy heavil y di sturbed spr ing
at Cr ooked Meadow s, 2680 m. Honer /3/ 6, 25 Jul 200 / .
PRIMULACEAE
DODECATHEON ALPINUM (A. Gray) Greene Geo phy te. Common in
meadow s and shady strearnsides throughout region, 2200-2800
m. Hon er 892, 7 Jun 200 / .
DODECATHEON PULCHELLUM (Raf.) Merr. Geophyte. Rare; document-
ed fr om one locality on grazed meadow margins at C lov er Patch,
2380 m. Honer 240, /3 Jun 2000.
DODECATHEON REDOLENS (H . M . Hall ) H. J. Thompson Geophy te.
Rare; documented from one occ urr ence in unnamed sma l l grazed
meadow forming headwaters o f " Dr y Fork " of Bl ack Canyon
dr ainage, 2683 m. Hon er /056. 30 Jun 200/ .
GLAUX MARITIMA L. Perenn ial herb. Locally abundant along drier
grazed stream banks above Owens River, adj acent to saltgrass
meadow s, 2080 m. Documented from one loc ality. Hon er / 793.
23 Jul 2002 .
RANUNCULACEAE
ACONITUM COLUMBIANUM Nutl. Perenni al herb. Occasional in wet
shady streamside canyon bottoms and meadow s throughout re-
gion, 2400-2700 m. Hon er /28/, 24 Jul 200 / .
A QUILEGIA FORMOSA Fi sch. Perennial herb. Co mmo n and widespread
alo ng streams, springs, and wet areas of meadow s throughout
reg io n. Honer / 5/0. 26 Aug 200 / .
A QUILEGIA PUBESCENS Cov. Rare ; documented fro m one occurrence
on ' 'Cone Peak." Tay lor 8098. 1/ Au g / 982 UC; RSA .
DELPHINIUM ANDERSONII A . Gray Geophyte. U ncom mo n; document-
ed fr om one populati on on soli tary rhyodacite dome on N edge
of L ong Valley, 225 6 m. Honer 749, 29 May 200 1.
DELPHINIUM GLAUCUM S. Watson Geophyte. Occasional in aspen un-
derstory and shady Stream banks of granitic E side of regi on , ca.
270 0 m. Honer 1366, 31 Jul 200 / .
DELPHINIUM POLYCLADON Easiw. Geoph yt e. Occasional in aspen un-
derstor y o f meadows on E side of region , 2700 m. Tay lor /686 3.
20 Jul / 998 JEPS.
RANUNCULUS ANDERSONII A. Gray Perennial herb . Rare on grazed
sandy areas, granitic E side of range. Documented fro m one lo-
cali ty above sheep grazin g camp above Benton Cross i ng Rd. ,
2280 m. Honer 655. 28 Apr 200 1.
RANUNCULUS AQUATillS L. var. CAPILLACEUS (Thui l l .) DC. Aquatic
perennial herb . Common in flow of Owens Ri ver; documented
from one local it y in Long Vall ey. Hon er / 777. 23 Jul 2002 .
RANUNCULUS CYMBALARIA Pursh ssp. SAXJMONTANUS (Fernald) Thome
Perennial herb. Occ asional on muddy streambank s and wet areas
of meadows throughout regi on, 2000-2600 m. DeDecker 5651,
15 Jul /984; Honer /546. 27 Aug 200/.
THALICTRUM SPARSIFLORUM Fischer & C. Meyer Perenni al herb.
Co mmon in shady meado w margins and strearnsides in N and E
drainages of region, 2000-2800 m. DeD ecke r 5622. / 5 Jul / 984 ;
Hon er 949. 20 Ju n 2001 .
RHAMNACEAE
CEANOTHUS VELUTINUS Hook . var. VELUTINUS L arge shrub. Occa sion-
al to locally abund ant on relatively mesic exposures in scrub fr om
Cres tv iew to Taylor Canyo n. Sometimes form ing dense th ick ets
on E-facing slopes where snow accumulates, 2400-2700 m. Hon -
er /130. 22 Ju/ 200 / .
ROSACEAE
AMELANCHIER UTAHENSIS Koehne Large shrub. Occas ional through-
out region, usually on slopes in scrub and Pin yon woodlands, ca.
2200 m. Hon er 747. 28 Ma y 200 / .
CERCOCARPUS LEDlFOLIUS Nutl. var. INTERMONTANUS N . Holmgren
Large shru b. Commo n and w idely scattered throughout region
from Pinyon woodland to Gl ass Mtn. rid ge. Usuall y on exposed
wind y slope s and ridges. sometimes forming stands, 2000-3200
m. Hon er /304, 24 Jul 200 / .
CHAMAEBATIARIA MILLEFOLIUM (Torr.) Maxim. Small shrub. Uncom-
mon throughout W half of region, usually around granite or rhy -
olite bolders, 2100-2500 m. Hal/ //823. 7 Au g / 922; Hon er
/ 274. 23 Jul 200/.
GEUM MACROPHYLLUM Willd. Perennial herb . Occasio nal on shady
wet strearnbanks and meadow margin s. 2300-2700 m. Hon er
94 / . 20 Jun 200 / .
HOLODISCUS MICROPHYLLUS Rydb. var. MICROPH YLLUS Small shrub .
Occas ional ; widely scattered on rocky ridges and slopes through-
out region, 2100-3200 m. A lways growing on or around out -
cro ps. Honer 777. 29 May 200 / .
HORKELIELLA CONGDONIS (Rydb.) Rydb. Perennial herb . Occasional
thr oughout regi on in dry , usuall y granitic washes, meado ws,
spr ingsides, ca. 2500 m. Hal/ / 2 750 . 22 Jut / 929 POM; Hon er
/ 69/. 4 Jul 2002.
IVESIA KINGli S. Watson var. KINGli Perenni al herb . Rare, documented
fro m one locality in wet crusty alkaline meadow in Long Valley,
2090 m. Hon er / 80 7. 23 Jul 2002.
IVESIA SHOCKLEYI S. Watson var. SHOCKLEYI Perennial herb. Rare;
documented only fro m rhyolite outcro ps on Gl ass Mtn. peak ,
3384 m. Ta ylor 6695. 28 Jul 1977 UC; Hon er /98. / 2 Jun 2000.
POTENTILLA BIENNIS E. G reene Annual or bienn ial. Occ asional on
dri er areas around spri ngs and streams thr oughout region, 2 100-
2600 m. DeD ecker 564 /. /5 Jul 1984; Hon er /258.22 JuI200/ .
POTENTILLA DIVERSIFOLIA Lehm. ssp. DIVERSIFOLIA Perennial herb.
Scattered to locally common around meadow margins and un-
derstory, NE side of regi on, 2600-2800 m. De Dec ker 5607, 14
Jul 1984; Honer /057, 30 Jun 200/.
POTENTILLA GLANDULOSA Lind\. ssp. NEVADENSIS (S. Watson ) D . D.
Keck Perennial herb . Common throughout region ; usuall y at dr y
wash bases. margin s of meadows. 2500-2800 m. DeD ecker 56 08 .
/ 4 Jut /984; Hon er 893. 7 Jun 2001.
POTENTILLA GRACILIS Hook. var, ELMERI (R ydb .) Jepson Perenni al
herb. Occasional aro und meadows and stream margins throughout
region, 2100-2700 m. Hon er 247, /3 Jun 2000.
POTENTILLA GRACILIS Hook . var. FASTIGIATA (N utt .) S. Watson Peren-
nial herb . Scattered aro und disturbedlgrazed meadow margins
throughout regio n, 2500-2800 m. HOller & Hetzler //33. 4 Jul
2001.
PRUNUS ANDERSONII A. Gray L arge shrub. Scattered in low Sagebru sh
scrubland up into Pinyon woodland thr oughout region. 2100-
2700 m. Honer /00. 11 Jun 1999.
PRUNUS EMARGINATA (Do uglas) Walp. Large shru b. Occasional
throughout region. usuall y in scrub on E- facin g exp osures holding
moisture late, 2300- 2700 m. Hon er 748. 29 May 2001.
PuRSHIA TRIDENTATA (Pursh) DC. var, TRIDENTATA Large shrub.
VOLUME 20 , NUMBER 2 Glass Mountain Flora 101
Widespread and abund ant in scrub throughout region, often be-
coming co-dominant w ith Artemisia tridentata. Hon er 078. /0
Jun /999.
ROSA WOODSJI Lindley var. ULTRAMONTANA (S. Watson) Jepson Large
shrub. Widespread ; common to locally abundant along streams
and canyon bottoms throughout region. 2000-2400 m. Som e-
times forming impenetrable thickets. Hon er /290. 24 Jul 200/ .
RUBIACEAE
GALIUM BIFOLIUM S. Watson Annual. Rare ; documented from one
locality along rocky streamside of Wet Fork of Bl ack Canyon
dra inage , granitic E side of region. DeDecker 562 8, /5 Jul /984.
GALIUM MULTIFLORUM Kellogg Perenn ial herb . Uncommon but wide-
spread on rocky slopes throughout pinyon belt of region. Usu ally
gro w ing from rock bases. Haller 750. 29 May 200/.
SALICACEAE
POPULUS TREMULOIDES Michaux Tree . Widespread along streams,
meadows, seeps, and in scrub on mesic E-facing exp osures hold-
ing moisture late, 2200- 2800 m. Often form ing large dense c lonal
stands . Honer /707, 4 Jul 2002.
SALIX EASTWOODIAE A . A . Heller Large shrub. Rare; documented
from one locality, springside with aspens in Kelty Meadows, 2800
m. Hon er /730. 4 Jul 2002.
SALIX EXIGUA Nutl. Large shrub. Common throughout lower eleva-
tions in washe s, canyon bottoms, and around underground
stream s and springs, 2100-2500 m. Hon er 234. /3 Jun 2000.
SALIX GEYERIANA Andersson L arge shrub. Common around streams
and in meadows throughout region, 2200-2800 m. DeDecker
5634. /5 Ju/ /984; Honer 737,28 Ma y 200/.
SALIX LASIOLEPIS Benth . Large shrub. Occa sional in scru b beside
stream s. Documented from one locality in Taylor Canyon, ex-
pected el sewhere. DeDecker 236 & 23 7, 29 May /955.
SALIX LUTEA NUll. L arge shrub. Common to loc ally abundant along
streams and dry cany on bottoms throughout Nand E sides of
region, 2000-2800 m. Honer 8 /6, 4 Jun 200/.
SALIX ORESTERA C. Schneider Small shrub. Rare; documented from
one locality on grazed meadow near spring, granitic E side of
region, 2700 m. Expected elsewhere. Honer 267, /3 Jun 2000.
SALIX PLANIFOLIA Ch am . ssp. PLANIFOLIA Small shrub. Common
aro und wet meadows of Nand E side of region, 2600-2800 m.
DeDecker 5620. /5 Jul /984; Hon er 569. /6 Aug 2000.
SAXIFRAGACEAE
PARNASSIA CALIFORNICA (A . Gray ) E. Gre ene Perenn ial herb. Rare
on shady meadow margins, N and E side of range , 2600-2800
m . Taylor 1700/, 24 Aug /998 JEPS; Honer 563, / 6 Aug 2000.
SCROPHULARIACEAE
CASTILLEJA ANGUSTIFOLIA (Nutt. ) G. Don Parasitic perennial herb .
Occasional in scrub throughout region, 2000-2500 m. Honer 857.
6 Jun 2001.
CASTILLEJA APPLEGATEI Fern. ssp. PINETORUM (Fern .) T. I. Chuang &
Heckard Parasitic perennial herb. Common and showy in higher
scrub thr oughout region, 2500-3000 m. DeDecker 3694, 23 Aug
/974; Honer /696, 4 Ju/ 2002.
CASTILLEJA LlNARJlFOLIA Benth . Parasitic perennial herb , Occa ssion al
on open dry rocky slopes and scrub throughout region, 2500 -
3000 m. Honer /073, 30 Jun 200/.
CASTILLEJA MINIATA Hook. ssp. MINIATA Parasitic annual. Occa sion al
along wet shady streambanks and meadows throughout region,
2500-2800 m. DeD ecker 56/6, /4 Jul /984; Honer 362, /9 Jul
2000.
CASTILLEJA NANA Eastw. Parasitic perennial herb . Rare ; documented
from one locality in Crooked Meadows, 2700 m. Expected else-
where. Holmgren & James Reveal 2926, 22 Jul /966.
CASTILLEJA PILOSA (S. Wats.) Rydb . Parasitic perennial herb . Occa-
sion al throughout region on dry meadow margins, 2100- 2900 m.
DeD ecker 877. 7 Jul /958; Holmgr en & James Reveal 2926, 22
Jul /966 UC ; Honer / 755, 4 Jtt! 2002.
COLLINSIA PARVIFLORA Douglas Annual. Rare; documented from one
loc ality on granitic soil near meadow at headwaters of Black Can-
yon drainage, 2700 m. DeDecker 5626. /5 Jul /984.
KECKJELLA ROTHROCKJI (A. Gray) Straw var. ROTHROCKJI Small shru b.
Rare on protected rocky slopes in pinyon zone . N side of range ,
2400-2500 m. Honer /303,24 JuI200/; Hon er /668, 3 Ju12002.
MIMULUS GUTTATUS DC. Annual or perennial herb . Common along
wet stream banks and spri ngs throughout region, 2 100-2800 m.
Honer /483. 25 Aug 200 /.
MIMULUS MEPHITICUS E. Greene Annual. Locally abund ant and
showy on sand flats, occasional on pumice plateaus and sandy
slopes throughout reg ion . 2200-3300 m . Ferris /2577, 4 Sep
/952; Hon er 80/, 30 Ma y 200/.
MIMUL US PRIMULOIDES Benth . ssp. PRIMULOIDES Perennial herb. Com-
mon along meadow and stream margins thoughout region, 2400-
2800 m. Hall //822. 7 Aug /922 UC ; Hon er 442, 25 Jul 2000.
MIMULUS SUKSDORFJI A . Gray Annual. Rare and inconspicuous on
sandy low areas in di sturbed scrub, S part of region , 2000-2200
m. Taylor /65//, 9 Jun /998 UC ; Honer 654, 28 Apr 200/ .
OROBANCHE CORYMBOSA (Rydb.) Ferris Parasit ic perenn ial herb . Rare
in sandy areas of scrub , 2000-2200 m. DeDecker 4/52, 2 Aug
/ 976; Hon er /635, 2 Jun 2002.
PEDICULARIS ATTOLLENS A . Gray Perennial herb . Rare ; documented
from one locality at center of Wet Meadow, closely surrounded
by Carex thatch. 2610 m. Hon er 558, /6 Au g 2000.
PENSTEMON CINICOLA Keck Suffrut ico se perennial. Rare ; documented
only at Crooked Meadows. Close to P. rydbergii var. oreocha ris,
differing in anther length . Taylor 6535, 28 Jun /977 JEPS; Honer
470. 27 Jul 2000.
PENSTEMON DAvtDSONJI E. Greene var. DAVIDSONJI Suffruticose pe-
rennial. Rare ; documented only from high elevations on rocky
pumice slopes just E of Glass Mtn. Peak, 3300 m. Often in shade
of Pinus albicaulis. Honer et al., // 36, 5 Jul 200/.
PENSTEMON PATENS (M. E. Jones) N . Holmgren Perennial herb . Oc-
casional on open sandy areas in Pinyon woodland. 2000-2400
m. Honer 779. 30 May 200/.
PENSTEMON ROSTRIFLORUS Kellogg Suffruticose perennial. Uncom-
mon around W side of region. growing around granitic and ba-
saltic outcrops in scrub and exposed ridges, ca. 2500 m. Honer
9/8, 20 Jun 200/.
PENSTEMON RYDBERGJI Nel son var. OREOCHARIS (E . Greene) N . Holm-
gren Perenni al herb . Common to lo call y abundant along wet and
dry meadow margins throughout region. 2100-2900 m . De-
Decker 563 8, /5 Jul / 984: Hon er 9/2. 7 Jun 2001.
PENSTEMON SPECIOSUS Lindley Perenni al herb . Widespread and com-
mon throughout regi on on pumice flats , slo pes, plateaus. and into
co ni fer understory, 2300-3300 m . Showy and frequently collect-
ed. Jack L. Reveal /68, 24 Jul /962 UC; Breedlove 42948, 8 Ju/
/977; Hon er /087, / Jul 200 / .
SCROPHULARIA DESERTORUM (M unz) Shaw Perennial herb . Uncom-
mon on rocky slopes and cliffs. Restricted to protected crevasse s
and talus . Documented from one locality on Bishop Tuff talus of
North Canyon, 2134 m ; also seen on granitic outcrops above
L ong Valley. Honer 953. 2/ Jun 200/.
*VERBASCUM THAPSUS L. Perennial herb. Occasional around drier
areas above spr ings and streams. Documented from one locality
at Baxter Spring, 2341 m . Expected elsewhere. Hon er /5/5, 26
Aug 200/ .
VERONICA AMERICANA (R af.) Schwein. Perennial herb. Common on
shady muddy spring edges and strearnbanks throughout region.
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2 100-2800 m. DeD ecker 5636, 15 Jul 1984; Hon er 1250,22 Jul
2001.
SOLANACEAE
C HAMA ESA RACHA NA NA (A . G ray) A . Gray Per ennial herb. Rare; do c-
umented from one locality aro und rock o utc rops in recently burnt
sc ru b in Dr y Fork of Black Canyon dr ainage, 253 0 m. Honer
1025, 29 Jun 2001.
NICOTIA NA ATIENUATA Torr. Annual. Occasiona l through out region,
restrict ed to distu rbed road sides and swales, 2 100-2300 m . Honer
1555, 27 Aug 2001 .
URTICACEAE
URTICA DtOICA L. ss p. HOLOSERICEA (Nuu .) Th orne Perennial herb.
Occ as ion al a lo ng s trea m ban ks through out region, 2 100-2400 m .
Honer 151 2, 26 Aug 200 1.
VIOLACEAE
VIOLA AUREA Kell ogg Ge ophyte . Un common o n sa ndy slo pes and
co bbly flats . Documented fro m one localit y on silt y co bbly flat
in pinyon zo ne E of Deer Spring, 216 0 m. Honer 651 , 28 Apr
2001.
VIOLA MACLOSKEYI F. Lloyd Geophyte . Rare ; documented from one
localit y a t Sawmi ll Mead ow, 2745 m. Taylor 16854. 20 Jul 1998
Uc.
VIOLA SORORIA Willd . ssp. AFFINIS (leConte) R . J. Lillie Geophyte.
Rare; documented from one loc ality along shady stream side in
O ' Harre l Canyo n. 2320 m . Honer 080, 10 Jun 1999.
VISCACEAE
PHORADENDRON JUNIPER1NUM A . Gray Parasit ic perennial he rb. Oc-
cas ional through out region on Juniperus occi dentalis, 2400-2500
m. Honer 352A. 19 Jul 2000.
ANGIOSPE RMS- MONOCOTYLEDONS
CYPERACEAE
CAREX AQUATillS Wahlenb. va r. AQUATillS Per ennial herb. Locall y
a bunda nt a long s trearnsi des and in mead ow s. Documen ted from
Dexter Canyo n & Wet M eadow. ca. 2600 m . Expected els ewhere.
Honer 559. 16 Aug 2000.
CAREX ATH ROSTACHYA Olney Per ennial herb. Sc atte red alon g stream
and me adow margin s. Documented strea mside a t Deadman
Creek , and aro und dry me ad ow above Wild Cow Ca ny on . Honer
52 9, 15 Aug 200 0.
CAREX AUREA NUll. Perennial herb. Uncommon in wet shady mead-
ows, typi call y aro und si lty springs. Documented from Sawmill
and Wet Me adows. DeD ecker 5605. 14 Jul 1984 ; Honer 1491 ,
26 Aug 200 1.
CAREX CANESCENS L. Perennial herb. Rar e ; documented fro m one
locality on aci d ic bog gy co rn er of Sawmill Meadow. Taylor
16858, 20 Jul 1998 JEPS.
C AREX DISPERMA Dewey Perenn ial herb. Rare ; documented fro m one
local ity on acidic boggy corner of Sawmi ll Mead ow. Tay lo r
16856, 20 Jul 1998 JEP S.
CAREX DOUGLASII BOOll Perennial herb. W ide spread; loc all y abun-
dant around dr ier edges of meadows and streams . DeDecker
5645, 15 Jul 1984; Honer 1752. 4 Jul 2002.
C AREX HASSEl L. Bailey Perennial herb. Rar e ; documented fro m o ne
local ity o n acid ic boggy co rne r o f Sawmi ll Meadow. Taylor
16853, 20 Jul 1998 JEP S.
CAREX HELLERI Mackenzie Perennial herb. Rare on alpine pumice
flat s and slopes. Documented from Gl ass Mtn. Pe ak. Taylor
6704A, 28 Jul 1977 JE PS; Honer & Hetzler 625. 18 Aug 2000.
CAREX HETERONEURA W. BOOll var. HETERONEURA Perennial herb. Oc-
casional in shady understor y around dri er margins of meadows.
N side of range. Honer 132 7. 25 Jul 2001 .
CAREX LAN UGINOSA Michx. Pere nnia l herb. Scatte red a long stream-
sides and mead ow mar g ins th rou gh out regi on. O ften forming
large basal c lum ps. Honer 1498, 26 Au g 2001 .
CAREX MARI POSANA L. Ba ile y Perennial herb. Uncommon ; docu-
mented from one locality in dr y wash near Black Mtn . Exp ected
e lse where. Honer 1715. 4 Ju l 2002 .
CAREX MICROPTERA Mack. Perenni al herb. Oc cas io na l to locally
abunda nt around margins o f meadows and streams on N side of
range. Hon er 1496, 26 Au g 200 1.
C ARE X NEBRASCENSIS Dewey Per ennial herb . Widespread; ofte n lo-
ca lly abundant on wet streamsi des and me ad ows through out re-
gion. Taylor 7746 , 2 Jul 1980 J EPS; Honer 1547, 28 Sep 2001 .
CAREX PRAEGRACILIS W. BOOll Per ennial herb. Com mon; so me times
locally abundan t on wet a lka line areas of sa ltg rass me adows in
Long Valley. Documented from one loc alit y. Honer 1809, 23 Jul
2002.
CAREX SCtRPOIDEA Mich au x va r. PSEUDOSCIRPOIDEA (Rydb.) Cronq.
Perennial herb. Rare; documented from one locality on dry silty
banks of Dea dm an Creek. Honer 535, 15 Aug 2000.
CAREX SIMULATA M ackenzie Per ennial herb. Documented from one
occurrence on moi st streamban ks of De xter C reek. Expected e lse-
whe re. Honer 478. 13 Aug 2000.
CAREX SUBNIGRICANS Stacey Pere nn ial herb. Loc ally abundant on
mo ist, somewhat a lka line meadow drainages. Documented fro m
one locality at Crooked Mead ow s . Expected e lsewhere . Honer
1502, 26 Au g 200 1.
C AREX UTRJC ULATA Boott Per ennial herb. Com mon o n meadow edg-
es, N side o f reg ion . DeDecker 56 18, 14 Jul 1984 ; Honer 1501,
26 Aug 2001.
ELEOCHARJS MACROSTACHYA Br itton Perennial herb. Occasion al to
locally abundant . g ro w ing in water at ed ge s of low elevati on
streams o f Owen s Ri ver and Ad ob e Creek. Honer 1788, 23 Jul
2002.
ELEOCHARls PAUCIFLORA (Lig ht.) Link Per ennial herb. Locally abun-
dant in wet meadows on N side of region, es pec ia lly a t Sawmill
Meadow. Tay lor 16861 , 20 Jul 1998 J EPS; Honer 453, 25 Jul
200 0.
SCIRPUS MICROCARPUS J. Pres I & C. Presl Perennial herb. Occasional
in shady we t a rea s alon g stream s and me ad ows. Taylor 16997,
24 Aug 1998 JEPS; Hon er 355, 19 Jul 200 0.
HYDROCHARITACEAE
ELODEA CANADENS IS Rich . Aquatic perennia l. Com mo n in the flow
of Owens R iver, Long Vall ey. Honer 1778, 23 Jul 2002.
IRIDACEAE
IRIS MISSOURIENSIS NUll. Perennial herb. Common and sho wy in
grazed mead ows and alo ng s trea m banks thr ou gh out regi on . Hon-
er 068, 10 Jun 1999.
SISYRINCHIUM HALOPHILUM E. G ree ne Perenn ial herb. Common a lo ng
s trea m banks and aro und a lkaline meadows. es pecia lly in Lo ng
Vall ey. Honer 1789, 23 Jul 2002.
StSYR INCHIUM IDAH OENSE E. Bic kn , var. IDAHOENSE Perennial herb.
Com mon around silty me adow margins and springs . DeDecker
5606, 14 Jul 1984; Honer 3528, 19 Jul 2000.
S ISYR INCHIUM IDAHOENSE E. Bickn. va r. OCCIDENTALE (Bic kn.) D.
Hender son Perennial herb. Occasio na l a long st reams ide mead ows
a nd silty banks. Honer 1171. 20 Jul 2001.
JUNCACEAE
JUNCUS BALTICUS Willd . Perenn ial herb. Common ; locally abu nda nt
thr ou gh out reg ion o n meadow mar gins a nd st rea m banks . Honer
500, 13 Aug 2000.
JUNCUS MACRA NDRUS Coville Per ennial herb. C ommon in sh ady
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moi st areas of strearnbanks and mead ow edges. O ften inter mixed
with J. balticus. Honer 566 . 16 Aug 2000 .
JUNCUS MEXICANUS Willd. Perennial herb . Common throughout re-
gion on drier meadow edges and strearnb ank s. occas io nally in
dry washes. Hon er /687. 4 lui 2002.
JUNCUS NEVADENSIS S. Watson Perennial herb. Un common ; docu-
mented from one occ urrence at Sawmill Meadow. Expect ed el se-
wh ere. DeD ecker 56 /2. /4 lui /984.
JUNCUS ORTIIOPHYLLUS Cov. Perennial herb. Co mmon on stream-
bank s and meadow edges of mid-elevations. Taylor 6528. 29 Jun
/ 977 l EPS; DeDecker 5609, /4 lui /984 ; Hon er // 73, 20 lui
200 / .
JUNCAGINACEAE
T RIGLOCHIN CONCINNA Burtt Da vy var. DEBILIS (M . E. Jones) J. How -
ell Aq uatic perennial herb. Common to locall y abundant in Long
Vall ey saltgrass meadows. Honer / 805. 23 lui 2002.
TRIGLOCHIN MARITIMA L. Aquatic perenni al herb . Rare; documented
only from one locality on wet humic shady bog at margin o f
Sawmill M eadow. DeDecker 56/7. 7 lui / 984 ; Taylor 16860, 20
lui / 998 lEPS; Honer /378. 3/ lui 200/ .
L1L1ACEAE
ALLIUM ATROR UBENS S. Watson var. ATRORUBENS Geo phy te. Occa-
siona l and inco nspicuous on open granitic rocky soi ls o f E side
of range . Taylor 798 / , / 3 Jun /982 l EPS; Hon er /45, /4 May
2000.
A LLIUM OISCEPTRUM S. Watson var. BtSCEPTRUM Geophy te. Occasion -
al on moist meadow and stream edges throughout range. Appar-
ent ly tolerant o f grazing. Hon er 1699. 4 lui 2002 .
A LLIUM CAMPANULATUM S. Wat son Geoph yte. Un common ; docu -
mented fro m one locality around moi st seep in W ildrose Canyon.
Honer 724. 27 May 200/.
A LLIUM VALIDUM S. Watson Geophyte. Uncommon ; documented
once from moist edge of Sawmill M eadow. Honer 462, 25 lui
2000.
CALOCHORTUS BRUNEAUNIS Nelson & J. F. Macbride Geophyte. Oc-
casional w idely dis persed individuals through ou t Sage br ush
scrub. O ften growi ng up through shrubs. Hon er / 026, 29 Jun
200 / .
LEUCOCRINUM MONTANUM NUll. Geophy te. Rare; collected fr om one
local it y in Long Vall ey on si l ty moist wh eel ruts in in fr ost-
heaved soil ho ld in g moisture late. Hon er / 28, 13 May 2000.
LILI UM PARVUM Kellogg Geophy te. Un common ; restric ted to shady
moist areas along streams and meadow edges. Docu mented from
O 'Harrel Canyon and Wet Meadow. HOller 369. 19 lui 2000 .
SMILACINA STELLATA (L.) Desf. Perennial herb . L ocall y abundant in
shady understory along wet and dry drain ages through out range.
Honer 10/. II Jun /999.
V ERATRUM CALIFORNICUM Durand var; CALIFORNICUM Perenn ial herb.
Occasional on shady moist meadow and spri ng margins. Honer
/74 7. 4 lu/ 2002 .
ZIGADENUS PANICULATUS (Nutt.) S. Watson Geophyte. Occas ional on
low grazed baj adas around 2100 m elev. Often growi ng from rock
bases. Hon er / 6/, / 7 May 2000.
ORCHIDACEAE
PLATANTHERA HYPER BOREA (L.) Lindley Geoph y te. Rare; document-
ed fro m one local it y in shady we t r iparia n area below O 'Harrel
Canyon Spri ng . Honer 363, 19 lui 2000.
PLATANTHERA LEUCOSTACHYS (Pursh) Lindl ey Geophy te. Co mmo n in
shady w et areas of streams and meadow margins. 2300-2800 m .
Hon er 1058, 30 Jun 200/.
SPIRANTHES ROMANZOFFIANA Cham. Geoph yt e. Rare; documented
from one locality in wet humic shady bog on margin of Sawmill
Meadow . Taylor, 17004. 24 Aug / 998 lEPS.
POACEAE
A CHNATHERUM HYMENOIDES (Roemer & Schultes) Barkwo rth Peren-
nial herb. Widely scattered throughout regi on in d isturb ed and
intact scrub. 2000-2600 m. Honer 1039. 29 Jun 200 1.
A CHNATHERUM NEVA DENSE (B. John son) Barkworth Perennial herb .
Occasional to locall y common on granitic E side of range in scrub
and dry grazed meadows, 2600 - 2900 m. Honer /688, 4 lui 2002.
ACHNATHERUM OCCIDENTALE (T hurber) Barkworth ssp. CALIFORNICUM
(Merr. & Burtt Davy ) Bark worth Perennial herb. Common and
widespread throughout regio n. In scrub. on sand flats. and on
pumice plateaus to 3200 m at G lass Mtn. peak. DeDecker 3687,
23 Au g /974. Honer / 6 73. 3 lui 2002.
A CHNATHERUM PINETORUM (M . E. Jones) Barkworth Perennial herb.
Rare ; documented from one locality on sharp obsidian ridge just
bel ow Gl ass Mtn. peak, 3256 m. Hon er e t al., //478.5 lui 200 / .
A CHNATHERUM SPECIOSUM (Tri n. & Rupr.) Barkworth Perenni al herb .
Occasional on slopes, baj adas, and wash margins. usuall y grow-
ing from roc k bases. Pin yon woodland, 2000 -2500 m. Preferring,
but not restri cted to granit ic substra te. Honer 842. 5 Jun 200 / .
ACHNATHERUM THUROERIANUM (Piper) Barkworth Perenn ial herb.
Uncommon in scrub and on sand flats. Honer 256. / 3 Jun 2000 .
* AGROSTIS CAPILLARIS L. Perennial herb. Uncommon; documented
from one loc al i ty on grazed streambank along Adobe Creek . Ex-
pected el sewh ere. Honer / 535. 27 Aug 200/.
AGROSTIS IDAHOENSIS Nash Perennial herb. Rare; documented fro m
one loc ality on disturbed j eep trail in lodgepole understory near
dry meadow at 2700 m . Ex pected elsewhere. Honer 417, 2 / lui
2000.
AGROSTlS PALLENS Tri n. Perenni al herb. Locally common in mead-
ows and along streambanks 2500-2700 m . Honer & Guiliani
/ 400. / Aug 200 / .
AGROSTIS SCABRA Willd . Perennial herb . Occasionall y scattered
alon g dr ier meadow margin s, ca. 2600 m . DeDecker 5640. / 5 lui
/984, Honer / 330. 25 lui 200/ .
A GROSTIS VARIABILIS Rydb. Perenni al herb. Rare ; docum ented fro m
one locality alon g wet streambank of Dexter Creek . 2622 m. Hon-
er 477, /3 Aug 2000.
ALOPECURUS AEQUALIS Sobol. Perenn ial herb . Occasional along mu d-
dy streambanks and grave l bars. Taylor 6540,28 Jun /977 lEPS;
Honer 530. /5 Aug 2000.
BROMUS ANOM ALUS Fo urn . Perenni al herb. Rare; documented from
one locality on hill above Crestv iew. grow i ng up through shrub s
in scrub, 2530 m. Hon er / 236. 22 lui 200 / .
B ROMUS CARINATUS Hook. & Am. var. CARINATUS Perennial herb.
Occasional to locally co mmo n on dis turbed slopes and grazed
areas; occasional in intact scrub. Hon er / 733. 4 Jul 2002.
BROMUS C1 L1ATUS L. Perennial herb. Rare ; documented fro m one
lo cal it y in scrub abov e Deadman Creek , 2200 m (possi b ly waif?).
HOller 53 /. / 5 Aug 2000.
*BROMUS TECTORUM L. Annual. Locally abundant and domi nant on
burnt slo pes above L ong Valley and occa sional on dist urbed sites
throughout reg ion . Nasty invasive annual in creasin g frequency o f
fire regimes and reducing reestablishment of nati ve shrubs. Honer
775, 29 May 200 / .
CALAMAGROSTlS STRICTA (T i rnrn) Koeler ssp. STRICTA Perenni al herb.
Occ asion al alo ng strearnsides and in meadows. 2200 -2800 m .
Honer 540. / 5 Aug 2000 .
DESCHAMPSIA CESPITOSA (L.) Beauv. ssp. CESPITOSA Perennial herb.
Com mo n on shady we t stream sides and meadow m argins
throughout reg io n. HOller / 292. 24 lu/ 200 / .
DISTICHLIS SPICATA (L.) Greene Perenn ial herb . L ocall y abundant on
w et and dr y alkali ne areas o f Long Valley. Occasional on si mi lar
low streamsi de and road edge habitat s throu gh out region, 1900 -
2 100 m. Honer /4 30. 22 Aug 200 / .
ELYMUS ELYMOIDES (Ra f.) Swezey ssp. CALIFORNICUS (1. G . Smith)
Barkworth Perennial herb. Common on dr y meadow edges and
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into surrounding understory; occasional on high pumice plateau s.
Honer /337, 25 Jul 200/.
ELYMUS ELYMOIDES (Raf.) Swezey ssp. ELYMOIDES Perennial herb.
Widespread and co mmon throughout region; in dry scrub, sand
flats, exposed slo pes. di sturbed areas. and on Gl ass Mtn. peak .
Honer / 661 . 3 Jul 2002.
ELYMUS MULTISETUS (1. G. Sm ith ) Burtt Davy Perenn ial herb . Oc-
casional to locally common in openi ngs in scrub and open slop es
and ridgelines throughout regi on. 2000-2900 m. Honer /205. 2/
JuI 200/ .
ELYMUS TRACHYCAULUS (L ink) Shinn. ssp. SU BSECUN DUS (Link)
Gould Perenni al herb. Rare; docum ented from one locality on dry
areas o f Wet M eadow. 260 0 m . Co-occur r ing wi th ssp. trachy-
caulis. Honer / 497, 26 Au g 200 / ,
ELYMUS TRACHYCAULUS (Link) Shinn . ssp. TRACHYCAULUS Perennial
herb. Common in grazed/disturbed meadows and stream edges.
2500- 2800 m. Jack L. Reveal 582 , 2 / Jul/963 UC; Honer /734,
4 Jul 2002 .
*ELYTRtGtA tNTERMEDIA (Hos t) Nevsk i ssp. INTERMEDJA Perenn ial
herb. Rare; docu mented from one locality near Crestview on di s-
turbed road sid e. Presumably a waif. Honer / 580. 29 Sep 200/.
FESTucA IDAHOENSIS Elmer Perenni al herb. Rare; documented from
one loc ality along disturbed dry strearnbank of Deadman Creek,
2200 m. Exp ected elsewhere, Honer 552, /5 Aug 2000.
GLYCERtA ELATA (Nash) A . Hitchc. Perennial herb . Rare; document-
ed from one locality in O 'Harrel Can yon . alon g shady wet
streambank belo w spring in aspen woodland, 256 1 m. Honer 368.
/9 Jul 2000.
H ESPEROSTIPA COMATA (Trin . & Rupr. ) Barkworth ssp. COMATA Pe-
renni al herb . Co mm on throughout region in d isturbed scrub.
2 100-2600 m. Abundant on burn area of D ry Fork of Black
Canyon. Honer /034. 29 Jun 200/ .
HORDEUM BRACHYANTHERUM Nevski ssp. BRACHYANTHERUM Peren-
nial herb . Occasional on disturbed moist strearnbanks, gravel
bars, and grazed meadows th roughout region . 2000-2700 m.
Honer / 78/. 23 Ju l 2002.
HORDEUM JUBATUM L. Perennial herb . Occasionally scatte red in
dense streamside thatch along lower streams of regi on . ca. 2000
m. Honer / 782, 23 Jul 200 2.
KOELERIA MACRANTHA (Led eb.) J. A. Schultes Perenn ial herb. Oc-
casional but widespread throughout region in dry scrub, shady
und erstory, and dry meadows. 2100-3000 m. Honer / 749, 4 Jul
2002.
L EYMUS CtNEREUS (Scr ibn er & M err.) A . Love Perenn ial herb . Scat-
tered throughout region in open scrub and rocky slopes. 2100-
2700 m. Honer /4 73, 25 Aug 2001 .
LEYMUS TRITtCOIDES (B uck ley) Pil ger Perennial herb . Uncommon on
open or di sturbed slo pes and sand flats throughout region, 2000-
2500 m. Honer /037. 29 Jun 200 / .
M ELICA STRtCTA Bol. Perennial herb. U ncommon on roc ky slopes
th roughout region . apparently restr icted to shelte red shady mi cro-
habitats around granitic bolders, 2200-2500 rn, Honer 773. 29
May 200/.
MUHLENBERGIA AS PERIFOLIA (N ees & Meyen) Parod i Perennial herb .
Rare; docu mented from one locality on streambank of Owens
River. bel ow saltg rass meadow in Long Valley. 2080 m. Exp ected
elsewhere. HOller / 7/9. 23 Jul 2002.
M UHLENBERGIA FILIFORMIS (T hurber) Rydb. A nnual. Uncommon on
moist streamb anks around Crooked Meadows and Dexter Creek.
2600 m. HOller 476, /3 Au g 2000.
M UHLENBERGIA RICHARDSONIS (Tr in) Rydb. Perenn ial herb. Wide-
spread throughout region in di fferent habitats; shady canyon bot-
toms . sand fl ats. dry washes. meadow edges. and alpine pumice
plateau of G lass Mtn. peak. 2 100-3300 m. DeDecker 3688. 23
Aug /974; Honer 963, 2 / Jun 2001.
ORYZOPSIS XBLOOMERI (Bolander) Ricker Perenni al herb. Un com-
mon in di sturb ed and intact scrub, 2200 -2500 m. Often co- oc-
curring w i th Achnatherum hym enoides and/or Hesp erostipa co-
ma la. Hon er / 643, 3 Jun 2002.
PHALARtS ARUNDINACEA L. Perennial herb. Rare ; docu mented from
one locality along wet disturbed streambank of Deadm an Creek,
2 183 m. Honer / 257.22 JuI200/.
PHLEUM ALPINUM L. Perennial herb . Occas io nal to locall y abundant
along drier meadow edges in lodgepol e understor y at Crooked
and Wet M eadow s. 2500-2700 m. Expected el sewhere in sim il ar
habitats. HOller / 339. 25 Jul 200 / .
POA FENDLERlANA (Steudel) Vasey ssp. LONGILIGULA (Sc ribn. & Wil -
li ams) Soren g Perennial herb. Occasional; documented from one
locality in grazed and disturbed scrub near Clark Canyon. 2256
m. Expect ed elsew here. HOller 739. 28 May 200/ .
* POA PRATENStS L. ssp. PRATENStS Perennial herb . Co m mo n on di s-
turbed/grazed meadows and spri ngs throughout reg ion , 2200-
2800 m. HOller / 745. 4 Jul 2002.
POA SECUNDA J . Presl ssp. JUNClFOLlA (Scribn.) Soreng Perennial
herb . Occasional in meadows and on streamside s o f region,
2000- 2700 m. Locall y com mon around salt gr ass meadows of
Long Valley. Jack L. Reveal / 64. 24 Ju/ /962; Honer / 796, 23
Ju1 2002.
POA SECUNDA J. Presl ssp. SECUNDA Perennial herb. Oc casional in
Pinyon wo odl and throughout reg ion. 2200-2400 m . Honer 90 7,
7 Jun 200/.
PUCCINELLIA LEMMONII ( Vasey) Scribner Perennial herb . Widely scat-
tered in low saltgrass meadow s of L ong Vall ey. Docum ented from
one local it y . Honer / 8/2. 23 Jul 2002.
T RISETUM SPICATUM (L. ) Ri cht er Perenni al herb. Occasional on dr y
pumice slopes and plate aus thro ughout regi on ; locally abundant
along moist streambanks and meadows, 2500-3300 m. Taylor
653 2. 29 Jun / 977 UC; Honer & Hetzler /774, 9 Jul 2002.
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